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I. INTRODUGT I ON 
A. The Problem of the Thesis 
In 1886 Herman Hollerith, a statistician and 
inventor: studying census problans, recognized a need for 
faster processing of census statistic.s. 'l!he tabulation of 
the census of 1890 was progressing at such a slow rate that 
its completion was expected to be delayed beyond 1900, at 
which time the next census would have to be begun. He knew 
that cards with patterns of holes had been used in weaving 
patterns in cloth. Using this as a basis for experimentat ion, 
he experimented with sorting and counting devices, using 
punched holes in cards, with electrical devices to detect and 
count the holes. A definite meaning was given each place in 
the card wh ere a hole might be punched.* Doctor Hollerith 
was successful--the tabul ation of the 1900 census wa s 
accomplished in one-third the time required to compile the 
1890 census. 
More than fifty years of development of punched 
card machinery has taken place since its crude, but relatively 
effective, con ception by Hollerith before 1900. Two of the 
major companies now manufacturing this equipment are the 
International Business Machines Corporation and the Remington 
Rand Univac Division of Sperry-Rand Incorporated. 
The account ant was the first to recognize the value 
*2, p. 43 
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of punched cards for industrial application. The growth of 
business had resulted in an increased number of transactions. 
This condition, coupled with the fixed nature of facts once 
recorded on paper, led the accountant to analysis of punched 
cards as a means for facilitation of the accounting process. 
Sanction and recommendation of the punched card accounting 
plan by the accountant led to its adoption in many large 
industrial organizations. 
In the past, disinterest of management in the 
processing of data and other strictly paperwork functions 
stemmed in large measure from the fact that there seemed to 
be little direct connection between such activities and the 
profit-malc.ing goal of a business. Manufacturing and seil.ling 
were the prime activi~s, and paperwork was purely incidental 
to these. It is on l y in recent years that new and growing 
techniques have shown that this approach is no longer valid. 
Effective paperwork, in the sense of processed data, ha s beco me 
an indispensable tool of progressive management. It is the 
basis for the overall as well as the individual decisions of 
management on all dec is ion-making level.s. It is actually the 
strong arterial network carrying t ,he lifeblood to the corporate 
mind from which the body is controlled and directed.* 
One method of processing business :facts and fi gures 
is by means of a punched card data-processing system. The 
subject of this study is concerned with the management problems 
of punched card control. 
*12, p. 4 3 
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Sooner or later, every husiness must make a close 
examination and evaluation of the effectiveness of its data-
processing procedures. Upon examination and evaluation of 
. present procedures, mana gement may deem it ad vi sable to 
investigate punched card methods as a means of handling data-
processing requirements. 
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The answer to be revealed by this investigation is 
whether the company's needs can be met and adapted successfully 
and economically to punched card methods. 
This constitutes the first problem area of the 
thesis. What relevant information does the company need to 
ext.ract from its data-processing syst.em? Can it be furnished 
by punched card methods? .What is the basis of the punched 
card system of data-processing? What punched card systems 
are available? Yihat will be the personnel re quirements? 
What will the system cost? 
Several sources of information are available on 
which answers to the above may be partially based. The first 
is through a study of the company itself, in order to ascertain 
its data processing needs. The second is through a study of 
other companies engaged in similar industrial activities which 
have successfully adapted their data proces s ing problems to 
punched card methods. A third source is information received 
from c.ompanies eng ag ed in tabulating machines manufacture. 
Most of the information availa ble from t h is source, however, 
is in the for m of' :pamphlets based on the design of a specific 
tabulating a pplica tion for an individual company. Not to be 
overlooked as a further source of information is the sales 
representative of the tabulat i ng company, who, through his 
experience in designing and inst a lling t abula ting i n s talla tion s 
for other companies, is in a :position to be of considerable 
assistance. 
If marua gement decides t h a t a punched card syst~ 
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will fulfill economically and successfully the needs of t he 
company, then another set. of :problems must be solved regarding 
instal lation :planning. This constitutes the second research area 
of t he thesis. 
What :provisions must be ma de for effecting the. 
instal lation? What shall be the extent of the application? 
1 ~ho should be chosen to supervise the installation? What 
information should be inc luded in the card? What controls 
must be established? Wh at :procedure manuals should be 
established to govern the o:perat ion of the installation? 
The ultimate dec is ion s to the above quest ions rest 
squarely with management. Information on which to base their 
dec is ions may be obtained from the sources previously mentioned. 
B. The Scope of the Thesis 
Every company i s faced with the problems heretofore 
mentioned, when considering :punched card methods. The ex-
perience of a company in the wholesale me.tals, :plumbing and 
building supply industry has been selected for illustration, 
to provide a background for understanding the scope and 
nature of the problems which may be encountered. 
Close association with the data-processing problems 
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of the wholesale metals, plumbing and. building supply industry, 
coupled with a knowledge of punched card equipment and procedures 
make possible the undertaking of this thesis by the writer. 
c. Methods to be Used 
- ---
The first step taken in approaching the solution 
of the above problem.s, will be an analysis of the organization, 
product lines and information required by a representative 
company in the wholesale metals, plumbing and building 
supply industry. Once this basic: groundwork has been 
est.ablished, it will be possible to determine the overall 
data-processing requirements applicable to a company engaged 
in this industry. 
The next logical step will be a study of the 
available punched card systems which can handle the data-
processing requirements of the company, and the methods 
by which the tabulating machine companies pro pose to handle 
the problems presented. 
The reasons the company selected the system they 
did, will follow the survey of systems available. The next 
area to be discussed will be the management responsibilities 
in planning the installation. 
The conclusi ons will be related to an evaluation 
of the steps necessary to insure creation of a successful 
punched card system for a company. 
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II. THE COMPANY TO BE. STUDr.l!ID 
A. Company Organization 
ll 
Creation o:f an integrated data-processing system 
requires a knowledge of the company for whom the system is to 
be established. An understanding of the organizational 
structure, product lines, and present data-processing pract ices 
of a company will be of assistance in determining the ultimate 
data-processing re qu irements o:f the company. 
The Fennell Metal Company, located in South Boston, 
Massachusetts, is a distributor of metals, tools and sma ll 
machinery, heating s ystems and accessories, and roofing and 
building supplies. The Glennon Divis:bn of the Fennell 
Company distributes plumbing supplies. The company maintains 
coverage in all six New England states and upper New York state. 
Three branches, located in Augusta, Maine; Burlington, 
Vermont; and Hartford, Connecticut, distribute the same product 
lines as the main branch, but with somewhat dif:ferent emphasis. 
Each of the branch managers is responsible to the 
general manager in the Boston office. He, in turn, reports 
directly to the president of the company. In the Boston 
branch, company organization is based largely on product line 
considerations. The department hea d in charge of each product 
line is responsible for maintaining adequate inventories in 
stock for resale. Another of his duties is in making decisions 
as to the items which should be dropped, as a result of low 
volume of sales transactions, and which new items should 
be added. 
The sales force of the company consists of inside 
and outside personnel. Approximately thirty full-time 
salesmen make regular calls on customers. Inside sales 
personnel process orders received by mail, telephone, and 
from outside salesmen. 
The general and administrative assistant at e a ch 
branch is responsible for daily forwarding of customers' 
orders shipped from the branch, to the main office in Boston 
for billing and inventory control purposes. 
B. · Gompany Pro duets 
The Fennell Company carries in stock approximately 
16,000 items. The actual number, although considerably fewer 
than 16,000, must be broken down, to be accounted for by size 
and description characteristics, in inventory. Steel sheets 
may be used as an illustration. Three types are available--
galvanized, black and stainless. Within each type are three 
or more subdivisions. Galvanized may be plain galvanized, 
cop-r-loy, or galvannealed. Black sheets may be hot rolled, 
cold rolled, or blued sheets. Stainless may be, according to 
processing, 2B finish, 3 finish, or 4 finish stainless. Within 
each of these subdivisions, separate records for each of the 
large numbers of different sizes must be maintained. 
12 
Approximately sixty percent of the annual ~3,000,000 
sales volume is realized from steel, copper, and aluminum metal 
13 
products. The metals d.istributor is forced through the 
very nature of his business to carry .~ in stock heavy inventories 
of a wide selection of items . The mills from when the 
distributor procures his stoclc, retail to all customers at 
the same pric es they charge the distr i butor. The pricing 
st.ructure is based on quantit y discount considerations as 
opposed to a trade discou nt plan. for wholesalers. Profits are 
realized by the distributor through procurement of the steel, 
copper and aluminum in large q_uantities at the lower prices 
offered by the mills for these quantiti es. When these same 
-
produc ts are resold to the customer in smaller lots, the 
higher price allowable for such smaller lots may be char g ed 
to t h e customer. In this mannert t he distributor reali zes 
his prof i ts. 
The plumbing pr oduct line contributes an average 
of 30 percent to the sales volume of the company. Sales 
activity in plumbing suppli es is greater in the northern 
branches, Maine and Vermont, than in Boston a nd C,onnect icut. 
The manufa cturer's list price is the dominan t factor in the 
pric ing structure of the plumbing line. For example, on a 
manufac t urer lis t price of ~10.00, the distr i butor mi ght be 
allowed a chain trade discount of 10-20-10%. In reselling 
t .he same article to a custo mer, the salesman might quote a 
price, list less 10- 20-5%. It i s in this manner tha t profits 
on the plumbing line are realized. 
T.he remaining 10% of sales volume is obtained 
through sales of heating systems and accessories, ro ofing 
and building supplies, and isolated miscellaneous products 
not subject to proper classifica tion under any of the .' 
aforementioned product lines. 
c. Data-Processing Procedures 
A competent understanding of the present data-
processing procedures and requirements of a company is needed 
before feasibility of a new system can be determined. 
The Fennell Company processes about 36,000 orders 
annually. During months of normal operation, an average of 
140 invoices a day are issued, 100 for Fennell products and 
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40 for the Glennon division. The months of october and 
November are periods of peak invoicing activity for the company. 
The number of charges increases thirty percent, to exceed 200 
a day. Fennell invoices have an average of three line item 
extensions; the Glennon division plumbing invoices contain an 
average of fifteen or more line item extensions. 
The following steps in procedure are tak en in 
processing an order from time of order receipt to time of 
mailing of the invoice. 
Orders are received by telephone, mail and from 
salesmen. Upon receipt of telephone orders a standardized 
form is completed which identifies the customer, his address, 
the merchandise ordered, and the person receivi ng the order. 
All orders for a particular day are grouped and the 
order working copies are typed. These copi es contain customer 
information (nam..e, address, and customer order number,) item 
descriptions and quanti t .ies ordered. Special instructions for 
handling or pricing of orders are also typed on the working 
copies. 
Aft.er the working copies have been typed, they are 
forwarded to the inventory section, where item availabi;Lity 
is established through reference to the l6, 000 inventory 
cards. In each of the branches, a Kardex inventory file is 
maintained, which contains a card for each of the it ems 
stocked by the branch. In the Boston office, a master Kardex 
inventory file is maintained :for the 16,000 different items, 
and reflects the balances of the item which are available for 
issue at each of the branches. In the. event a Maine customer 
orders an item which is temporarily out-of-stoc.k at the Maine 
l5 
branch, the order is forwarded to Boston, where master inventory 
records are scanned for item availab.ility. If the desired item 
is in stock at another branch, the order is forwarded to them 
for shipment. This practice requires that a record be maintained 
not only for branch selling, but also for branch shipping. 
When it em availab) i~ity has been determined, the 
working copies are forwarded to the credit division for 
approval, or disapproval, as the customer rating may warrant. 
Each invoice is checked to determine whether the customer 
represents a g ood credit risk. When customer credit status is 
dubious, the working copy is forwarded to the credit; manager 
for approval. Working order copies of' customers whose credit 
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rating is sa t isfactory are stamped ap proved. 
The approved copies are next forwarded to the 
warehous e shipping division, where it is stamped with the date 
and time received. Materials ordered are gathered and assembled 
for shipment.. When em. item quantity in stock is insufficie.li'Jlt 
to meet customer requirenents, the available quantity is put 
in the order, and appro priat.e. revisions made on the order copy. 
Reference is made to shipper files. and the appropriate 
transportation agent selected for delivery of the customer's 
order. The shippers designated are written on the order cop ies 
and the merchandise is shipped~ Order copies are stamped with 
the date shipped. 
Working order cop ies are forwarded once ag ain to the 
inventory section, where quantities shipped are deducted from 
the inventory records by the inventory clerk. 
Order copies are next forwarded to the pricing 
division, where prices are looked up in the voluminous catalog s 
commonly found in this type or business. The pricing function 
is not easily accomplished. In view of the tremendous range of 
possible prices, the amount o:r material containing the prices, 
and the dif'ferent and complex pricing situations encountered, 
skilled personnel are required to carry out this function. 
For example, in pricing: steel, at least four d. iff eren t variables 
must be considered. The fli'st two :factors are size and quality. 
Quantity is the third factor. The price per pound decreases 
as the quantity purchased increases. The pricing situation is 
l? 
further complicated by base point, pricing considerations. In 
New England, the ultimate pr iee per pound charged will diff'er, 
depending upon the point to which the steel. is shipped. There 
are nine price area basing points. The priee charged a customer 
will be according to his prcocimity to the closest of the nine 
basing points. 
The next order processing step is ext ens ion by line 
item of the prices on the working order. Based on an estimated 
100 Fennell invoices of three line items length, and forty 
Glennon division orders of fifteen lines average length, the 
number of daily sales and cost extensions is eighteen hundred. 
Following extensions, the charges are returned to the sales 
department, where they are reviewed for acc:uraey of extensions 
and general correctness. 
The next step accomplished before actual billing, is 
registration of customer number on the charge. Char ges are 
then sequenced alphabetically by branch. Charges to customers 
in Connecticut and Maine are reviewed, and state sales tax 
entered where applicable. 
The charges are then pre-listed by total sales amounts 
to provide a control to tal, against which the biller is required 
to balance, when she has manually retyped the bills on a billing 
machine. When balanced to the pre-list, the bills are mailed. 
For purposes of monthly sales analysis statistics, 
invoices are broke.n down daily in a twenty-six division sales 
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classification by salesman. At the end of the month, totals are 
accumulated for review and. ac tion by management. 
D. Data-Processing_ Requirements 
Invoicing constitutes one of the major data-processing 
requirements of the company. The company wants typed invoices, 
easily read, accurate suitable address ~or window envelope mailing, 
and enough copie:s for customer, office use, and salesmen, without 
the necessity ror several rewritings.* In addition, Fennell 
management desires to either cut down the time involved in, or 
eliminate altogether, as many of the above outlined steps as 
possible through utilization of a more completely mechanized 
system of data-processing. 
The second major data-processing area is in t he 
maintenance of the six t een thousand inventory records in a 
manner by which correct, up-to-date balances are currently 
available. With sixteen thousand items, it is easy to have 
an inadequate balance on hand of certain items, and excessive 
balances of others. Reports of inventory activity are desired 
by, and for, persons responsible for purchasing the different 
product lines, to assist them in performing their function, 
and to control the he:avy inventory investment required. 
Sales analysis is another area of data processing 
with which company management is conc-erned. The c.ompany 
des ires an analysis of to tal sales and cost of sales :for each 
salesman. More detailed sales analysis reports are also 
*17 
des ired. How much of each product. did each salesman sell? 
To whom, and in what quantities did the salesman sell? To 
the total sales activity in a c·ertain product group, h ow 
.muc h did each sale s.m.an contribute? 
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III. THE PUNCHED CARD SYSTEM: 
A. The Role or· PUnch ed_ Cards in Data-Processing 
One of the first responsibilities of manag ement, 
when it has ascertained its data-processing needs, is in 
finding out what is the nature of the punched card plan of 
data-processing. What is punched card data-processing? How 
can a punched card ~ystem help solve a. eompany 1 s sales data-
processing problems? When may use of a punched card system 
by just i:fied? How well can punched card equipment handle the 
different elements into whieh all data-processing problems may 
20 
be subdi vided? Determination of the answers to these questions 
may help marragement to evaluate more intellig ently and objectively 
the methods proposed by the tabulating machine manufacturers; ~ for 
handling the data-processing problans presented by the company. 
Punched card data-processing has been defined as the 
recording or.· business facts and/or figures by means of punched 
holes into a tabulating card. Once recorded, the information 
in the cards can be automatically sorted, added, and printed 
into any desired report form. 
The sales paper work process consists of acknowledging 
sales orders, initiating or planning production (in a manufact-
uring concern), shipping the goods, invoicing customem, 
maintaining accounts receivable, and preparing sal.es statistic s. 
In a reasonably typical company, the sales department has 
sections which are organized to handle the preparation of, and 
processing of sales orders. The aceoun ting department has 
sections which handle invoice preparation, maintenance of 
inventori es, and accounts receivable. The production 
department has sect ions whicbt handle shipping and production 
planning and control. In spite of the fae.t that these 
functions of sales work processing are interrelated, they are 
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divided, and each part performed by an independent organizational 
unit. For this reason, data processed in one department has to 
be reprocessed in another department, to meet that departm.entts 
particular needs. This reprocessing of data is the largest 
single factor causing high clerical expense and. limited report 
data for management. Such. reprpcessing is the basic data-
processing problem which electronic equipment can help solve.* 
There are three basic data-processing elements to 
be investigated in determining whether or not an application 
may be successfully and econom.icall.y adapted to punched card 
methods.** 
1. The volume of like transactions must be high. A 
daily volume of at least 500 items which must be 
individually recorded would normally be the 
minimum that would justify thinking about even 
the smallest installation. 
2. The transactions which would be recorded in 
punched cards must be so essentially similar 
that their treatment could be standardized. 
*l, p. 23 
**~, p. 73 
3. Each transaction would normal.ly. be posted. or 
analyzed. in several rec.ords or r eports. Unless 
each transaction is neecled in at least two or 
preferably three such uses, the applic·ation is 
questionable. Transaction cards are usually 
manually punched and perhaps manually verified.. 
Unless they serve multiple uses, a typewriter and 
adding machine approach would be cheaper. The 
greater the number of transaction uses, the fewer 
the transactions re quired to justify the installa-
tion. 
Failure on the part of ma111age:n.ent. to consider the 
22 
above three principles can have severe repercussions when success 
or failure of the installation is at stake. Data is recorded 
in punched cards so that a variety of' reports can be obta ined 
by re-sorting and re-printing the same cards.* 
After extended deliberation, a small metal parts 
manufacturer planned a tally of shipments by part number. At 
the same time, a s oft goods manufacturer finally decid ed to 
summarize incoming orders by style n1..l!liber and siz es. Both 
companie s were warned that no savings would result from one-
time use of the cards. Both insisted they wanted to ma ke a 
limited trial., then would expand if the test was successfu l. 
In each case, the trial las ted less than thirty days. They 
found that punching , sorting , and tabula ting cards took longer 
*18, p. 91 
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than a manual tally, and abandoned the test. Both are now out-
spoken--and certainly unfair--foes of' punched card procedures. 
The data-processing requirements at the Fennell Company 
were more than enough to permit consideration of usage of punched 
card methods, in view of the constant handling, volume, processing 
and reprocessing of the same documents. 
The basic elements* into· which all data-processing 
problems subdivide are classifying, sorting, calculating, 
sum..rnarizi.ng, and recording. Whether the record keeping is 
accomplished manually or by punched card methods, the same 
functions must be performed. 
Sorting: Basically, there are two types of sorting, 
sorting to sequence, and sorting to obtain a distribution. The 
first type is most often used in sorting data alphabetically for 
filing, or t .ranscript ion to other records. 
Classifying: Before invoices or orders or other data 
can be handled, they must, be classif'ied. Most often, this is 
' 
accomplished by developing codes. 
Calculating: Additio~, subtraction, multiplication, and 
division problems required in data-processing vary from s imple 
calculations at the one extreme, to lengthy complex calculations 
at the other. 
Summarizing: The types of summarization which are most 
commonly required in the processing of' business data are totals 
of sales invoices, orders, sales statistics, or for purp oses of 
control to determine that subsequent work is accurate. 
*1 , p. 5. 
Recording: Recording includes transcription, 
reproduction, and filing of source documents as a matter of 
record. 
Punched card tabulating eq uipment can perform four 
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of t h e five basic record keeping functions in a highly co.rnmendabl e 
and rapid manner. ~he keypunches and reproducers are effective 
media for accomplishing the recording function. Sorting machines 
have been devel oped which are capable of very rapid speed in the 
performance of' the. sorting function. Calculators and computers 
have been developed which can perform the calculating functions, 
at respectable speeds , dependent upon the nature of the cal-
culations being performed. These same calculators and computers 
may be used in performance of the summarizing function, although 
specific punches have been developed by most o:f the tabulating 
machine compani e s for performing this function. C.lassification, 
however, still presents a problem to the user of punched card 
equipment. No satisfactory method has yet been devised in the 
punched card equipment field which can perform t h is function. 
Punched card e quipment introduces compatability in t o 
the field of data-processing . The medium responsible fo r 
compatability is the punched eard, which is c apable of' being 
proc·essed through a:ll the machines. 
The use or punched card equipment offers opportunities 
for combining data-processing functions into relatively 
cont i nuous processes. Although processing of t he cards within 
the machines is completely automatic, intercrurununication 
betwe en the machines is limited, in the sense th at operators 
must move blocks of cards from one machine to another. To be 
completely effective, punched card equipment requires written 
manuals and discipline of procedure. 
B. ~Punched Card 
The five b a sic steps which are inherent in every 
25 
record keeping and accounting function are recording unit f acts, 
classifying the facts, sorting and calculating an.d summarizing 
them. In the punched card system, the ba sic do curnen t into which 
the information is recorded is a rectangular card, into whieh 
hole·s are punched in predetermined positions. This sam:e 
document is later used in sorting, calculating and summarizing 
the information. 
Three major companies are engaged at present in the 
manufacture of punched card equipment. They are the Reming ton-
Rand Univac Division of Sperr-y-Rand Incorpora ted, Int erna tional 
Business Machines, Incorporated and the Samus Punched Card 
..., Division of the Underwood Corporation. 
Two different size cards of different column capacity 
' 
are utilized in 'the Samus system. The twenty-one column card 
measures two by two and three quarter inches and is used in the 
Samus One system, which handles numeric informa tion only. The 
dimensions o:f the forty column card are two by four and eleven 
sixteenths inckes. This card is the medium for compatability 
used in the Samus Two s ystem, which is capable of handling both 
alphabetic and numeric inrormation. The punching columns are 
numbered from le:ft to right , and each column contains twe l ve 
punching position. The punching pattern is ~imilar to tha t 
o f t h e International Business Machines card. 
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The dimen sions ot: the Inter national Business Machin es 
and Re.ming:to n Rand tabulating cards are i d entical, as is the 
Northern S pruce stock fr em which t):Iey are manufa ctured. Bo t h 
comp anies use cards which are seven and three-eights by three 
and one-quarter inches high , and conform to government establish ed 
thickness tolerance specifications of' .0625-.0725 inches. Her e, 
however, the similarity in the cards ends. The International 
Bu.siness Machines card contains eighty columns, which are 
numbered from left to right.. In eac-h of' the ei ghty columns 
there are twelve punching positions. · The top two positions are 
desi gnated as twelve or R, and eleven or X , and represent zone 
positions. T'he other ten posit ions are numbered zero· through 
nine respectively. The zero position .may re~esent a zone or 
a di git position . The one through nin.e positions desi gnate 
digits. The t welve positions, in combin ation with di g i t 
positions one throtligh nine, are used to represent t .he alpha-
betic cha racters A through I. The eleventh position, when 
combined· with the same nine digits, si gni:fy characters .T 
thr ough R . When digit positions are used in conjunction with 
a zero zone punch, the resul t ing co mb inatio ns form letters S 
through z . Machines receive their instructions, and cards are 
iden tified from single or combination zon e p unches, dig i t 
punches, or z.one punc hes i n combination with digit punches. 
The Remington Rand card has ninety columns, into 
which information may be punched. The card has forty-five 
c olumns in the upper half and forty-five in t .he lower half. 
I n ea ch of the ninety columns the r e are six positi ons 
designated 0, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9. The zero and odd numbers are 
recorded in the positions so deslgna ted. The nine· punch, 
when used in · conjunct ion with the l, 3, 5, 7 punch rep resents 
the even numbers 2, 4, 6, 8. Alphabetic characters are 
represented by two and three hole combinations within the 
same column. 
In all t .b:ree s ystems, the document which is at the 
heart of the system is the tabula ting card, which controls t he 
actions of t he machines through sensed presence or absence of 
holes. 
0. Punched Card Equipment 
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The principle. of operation of the S amus and Remi ngton. 
Rand equipment is mechanical in nature, althoug,h certa in of 
Remington Rand ' s newer models are electronic. The cards are 
r e a d in the processing machines b y dies which prob e the e.ard. 
The machine takes t h e action indicated by the dies passing 
through the c ar d. The IBM card, as in the Samus and Reming ton 
systems, controls the actions of machines through presence or 
absence of holes. The action is how e-w er, electrical, rather 
t hal!l! mechanical in operation. Gard columns p ass ov er electrical 
c.ontacts. Closing of' a con tac·t i ndicates a hole, which elicits 
an appropriate response from t he machine. 
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Each of the punched card equipment makers manu-
factures a complete line of punched card machinery. Although 
the manner of construction and mode or operation of the 
different machines rna y vary, the purposes for which the machines 
are used, is similar. In order to avoid unnecessary repetition, 
the basic equipment line of one manufacturer, Remington Rand, 
has been selected for general discussion. Major differences in 
the three fundamental machines manufactured by the three companies 
will be noted for purposes or comparison. 
'rhe electrically powered alphabetical keypunch serves 
as the means of transcrib ing information from original source 
documents int.o tabulating cards by means of punched holes.* 
The information recorded may be alphabetie:al or numerical. The 
tabulating card itself may be the original source document. 
The principle upon which the Remin gton Rand keypunches 
operate is the punch-die principle, in which information to be 
recorded is set up in the punch before any holes are punched in 
the card. When the information ha s been completely set up, 
depression of a control l~ ey permits prmching o:f all the 
information in the card simultaneously. The punch-die prin c i ple, 
exclusive with Reming ton Rand, mak es possible a very hig h degree 
of punching efficiency with a minimum of errors. Actions of a 
t yp ist will ullustrate the case in point. In the normal operation 
of a typewriter, the typist. senses when a mistake has been mad e , 
*6' p. 6 
stops, erases, and corrects the error and proceeds with her 
typing. The punch-die principle permits correction of sensed 
errors, without necessitating destruction of the card. When 
an error has be en committ ed, the keypunch operator merely 
ba ckspaces the carria ge to t he point w.here the error has 
occured, de pres ses the correct key, and proceeds. Further 
benefits to be obtained fran this pr inciple are the elimi-
nation of many s poiled cards and the saving of punching 
time , when there is repetitive information to be punched 
into a group of cards. Information co~n to a larg e group 
of cards may be set up in the keypunch, and locked in the 
machine, for subsequent recording into all cards. An example 
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of this type of information is the date, which might be required 
in all eards processed on a · certa in day. 
For alphabetic inf·ormation, the keyboard on the 
keypunch is similar to that of a t ypewriter. A separate group 
of t en keys is used to record nume.ei:c information. This 
numeric key·board is similar to that of a ten key adding 
machine. 
The Internat ional Business Machines and Samus 
keypunches are similar, except t hat depression of a key will 
result in a hole being punched in the card. 
The purpose of the sorter is to arrange and rearrange 
the card s which have been previously punched.* Sorting is done 
on a column basis. For example, if a group of cards are to be 
*8, p. 3 
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arranged in order by item number, the following :procedure 
would be followed. Asslliae for purposes of illustration, an 
item number of four digits. This would require four card 
collliflils. To sequenc.e the cards by item number would require 
four different sorts, one for each of' the four columns in wh1ch 
the item number is recorded. The last col urnn utilized for the 
item number, would be the fi.I;"st sorted. Cards would be taken. 
from the sorter pockets in a certain order, stacked, and 
sorted on the next-to-the-last column. The same procedure 
would be followed until the four columns had been arranged. 
The cards would then be in order by item number. 
Numeric sorting requires less time and is less 
complicated than alphabetic sorting. For this reason, it is 
usually good design procedure to code numerically, common 
alphabetic in:forma tion. which is to be reg ularly sequenced. 
Remington s.orters opera ting on a mechanical basis, 
operate at a constant speed of 420 cards per minute. Newer 
electronic models employ the principle of photo-electric 
sensing. The cards are sensed without being touched, by tiny · 
cells which read an infra-red light beamed through the punched 
holes. The electronic sorter operates with dependable accura cy 
at a constant speed of 800 sorts per minute, almost double 
that of' the mechanical sorter. Samus and International Business 
Machines sorters opera te at comparable speeds and in an 
essentially similar manner. 
The purpose o:r the tabulator is to translate and 
print in any statement form desired, the numerical and 
alphabetical inf'orma tion punched in tabulating: cards.. The 
tabulator will perfonn automatically the operat ions of' adding 
and subtracting and will produce totals or grand totals or 
both whelillever desired. The machine is fully automatic in 
its operation.* 
The Remington tabulator operates on the basis of 
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wiring units which read the card, and translate the information 
and instructions rea d i nto action requ irem.ents for the tabula tor. 
Variety in report preparation is p ossible throug h setting 
of controls in the front of the machine, by the tabulator 
operator. 
The International Business Machines tabulator, or 
accounting machine, operat es on the basis of control panels 
which control the information rea d and action of the machine, 
on entry of the card. This permits a certain flexibility in 
report format, since boards CaJ1ll be rewired to print inf'ormat ion 
in different places for different reports. It is customary 
to have in the installation, one wiri ng unit or plugboard 
panel, which can read and print all the information punched 
in the cards. 
Auxiliary machines or each of' the systems interpret 
punched tfuoles from the. cards, automatic ally and concurrently 
punch summary cards (totals or groups of' detail cards}, 
*7, p. 3 
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reproduce punched holes from one card to another, compare 
punched holes and perform any number of other different 
functions required in the processing of punched c.ards. 
The basic purpose of the interpreter* is to au to-
matically interpret the punched holes in a tabulat:ing card 
and visibly register this interpretation by printing it on 
the face of the card. This constitutes a positive record 
of the punched information on the card i t:self. 
Another machine designed to augment the efficiency 
of a tabulating installation is the reproducing punch. Several 
different mode~s of reproducing punch have been developed to 
meet different needs and requirements. For purposes of 
illustration, however, the Remington R8..11Jl.d inter filing 
reproducing punch will serve as an example of the general 
function performed by this t yp:e. 
The inte.rfiling reproducing punch acc001plishes its 
primary purpose by feeding two :files of car d.s from separate 
card feeding magazines and interfiling them in a common card 
receiver. This may be combined witb the various operations 
of card feedin g , punching and segregation, which are all 
coordinated by a positive mechanical comparison established 
between the .two f'iles o:r cards immediately upon each card 
entering the machine.** 
*15, p. 3 
**13, p. 3 
The summary card punch is an-other example_ or a 
machine designed to augment the efficiency of' a punched card 
installation. The purpose of this machine is to punch a 
group-total or summ.ary card on every total stroke of its 
related tabulator. While cards are being processed through 
the tabulator for preparation o'f one report, summary cards 
are automatically and simultaJ:!lieously prepared by the summary 
punch for use in tabulati~ summary reports at a later date.* 
Calculators and computers constitute another group 
of machines which serve the tabulating installation. For 
purposes of differentiation between the two, ca:lculators 
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operate on an electrical basis, as opposed to computers, which " 
have an electronic basis of operation and operate at higher 
speeds tban. calculators. These machines are capable of 
performing a wide variety of calculations and computations. 
The 330 Calculating Punch** performs the 
arithmetical operations of addition, ~btraction, multiplication 
and division from values sensed from punched cards. The 
results of these operations are then punched into the same 
card from which the values were obtained or into any des ired 
following card or cards. In arriving at the final result or 
results for an application the machine follows a preplanned 
course of operation for the ' processing of one card through 
the machine. This is called a program. The individual 
*16 
' **9 , 
p. 3 
P• 3 
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THE REMINGTON RAND 
ALPHABETICAL PUNCH 
Fig. I - The Remington Rand Alphabetical PUnch 
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THE REMINGTON RAND 
AUTOMATIC SORTER 
l 
Fig. II - The Remington Rand Automat ic Sorter 
THE REMINGTON RAND 
ALPHABETICAL TABULATOR and 
SUMMARY PUNCH 
elements of the program for any given applie:a tion are program 
steps. The entire machine performance is obtained through, 
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and is under the influence of the connection panel (plugboard). 
By means of this pan.el, all. phases of machine operation may 
be varied from application to application to meet the 
individual req_uirements. The operator may rewire this panel 
as required for individual applications or the operator may 
readily ins tall a panel pre-wired for the application. 
D. Evaluation of Equipment 
Each of the three Punched Card Systems have proved 
themselves time and time again in countless different 
situations and applications. The equipment is seldom res pon-
sible for:tailure of an installation. Success or failure 
of an installation in most instances, is attributable to 
personnel responsible for planning· and operating the 
ins tall at ion. 
The choice of' management in deciding which eq_uipment 
shall be used depends in large measure on the nature of the 
app-lication and the functions to be performed. For example, 
if only a small amount of' unit transaction information is 
necessary, the Samus system, with its forty column card mig ht 
provide the most economical solution to the problems of the 
company. On the other hand, where g reat variety of report 
format is of the ~ssence, a company might well f avor the 
International Business Machines system, with its flexible 
control panels. When larg e volumes of c ard punching are 
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required of the system, Remington Hand might best serve the 
needs of' the company, with its simultaneous punchi ng principle, 
resulting in time and card cost savings. 
In terms of card capaciti es, the Samus system 
forty column card is not generally competitive with the 
Inter nat ionaJL Business Machin.es ei ghty column or Remington 
Rand ninet.y column cards. 
In terms of fune:t ions p er for ~aed, however, all 
systems are highly comparabJle and competitive. The eom-
parability of the s ystems is illustrated by the faet that both 
Remington Rand and International B,us iness Machines have 
machines wh ich can convert the cards of their competitor. 
JSighty column International Business Machines cards with 
rectangular squares can be changed on the converter to the 
ninety column round hole card of the Remington Hand system 
and vice versa. 
Cost-wise, the machines in the Samus system are 
available at a considerably lower rate than either the 
Remington Rand or Internatio nal Business Machines system 
equipment, whose rentals and charges are comparable. 
The decision as to which systEm is most a daptable 
to a particular situa tion, then, must be left to th e discretion 
of the customer who is contemplating adop tion of a punch ed 
card system. This decision is usually b a sed upon t he plans 
and methods prGposed by the tabulating machine comp any 
representatives, for handling the d a ta-processing needs 
of the company, and visits made to companies engag ed in 
similar ac.t iv i ty which have tabulating installa tions. 
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IV. THE SYSTEM SI!!LECTED 
A . Tub-File Plan 
Upon completion of a study or existing da ta-
processing procedures w ith conversion to punched card 
method s in mind, the company has two p ossible alternatives. 
The first is to retain, and possibly revamp its present 
mode or operation; the second, to convert to a punched 
card system, when it is felt that the _ job can be accomplished 
in a satis:f'ac·tory manner by this means. 
The decision to install punched card equipment. 
must be ma de separately for each prospective user. Even 
"twin" enterprises may consider using· punched card methods 
for different purposes. The individual user must mak e the 
decision as to the kinds of jobs he wants to accomplish 
with punched cards and whether . punched c.ard methods are 
feasible for accomplishing the jobs he wishes to do. 
There is no easy way to decide whether a particular 
job is a potential punched card application, and there are no 
cut-and-dried formulas for deciding whether to set u p a 
machine installation.* 
The tools whi ch will assist mam.:.a gern ent in making 
its decisions are: {1) Knowledge of the company, its data-
processing practices and. their costs. (2) Basic knowledg e 
of punched card equipment and methods. (3) Proposals 
submitted by tabulating company representatives. ( 4) Knowled ge 
*3, p. 76 
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gained from visits to tabul a ting· installations handling 
similar data-processing p roblems. 
Both International Business Machines and Ra~ing ton 
Rand submi tt ed pr opos e d solutions to the data-processing 
problems of the Fennell Company. The solutions proposed 
were based on studies and surveys of the Fennell C·ompany 
data-processing problems made by t a bulating company 
representatives. Initially, both companies advocated 
a tub-file plali'Jl of inventory cont rol as the basis for the 
machine system. The Remington Rand plan also proposed 
an alternate method inv olving a then new data-processing 
machi ne, the Card-0-Matic as the heart of the installation. 
The punched eard tub-file s ys tem is widely used 
in punc h ed card installations as a method o f con trolling 
inven t ory. This s ystem is pre·dicated on pre-punched 
tabulating cards which contain product quantiti es, codes, 
descriptions, unit s~lling and cost prices, a nd extended 
selling and cost prices. Cards are pre pared to cover e:V ery 
item carr ied in stock. They are i ndexed in the tub-file 
with divide r s, which provide full stoc k descripti ons and 
product code numbers. On receipt of customers orders, cards 
are p ulled by clerk:s , :fo r the quantities ordered of the itarr.s 
specified.. 'rhe customer order and item cards are next 
forwarded to a master customer file, which con t a ins the 
master name and ad dress t abulating cards . These cards are 
pulled and placed with the product cards. An invoice card 
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is punched containing :in voice number, date and other variable 
informa tion pertinent to a particular invoice, filed with 
the order, and the invo ic·e proof sheet tabula ted. 'l'he proof 
sheet is verified back to the orig ina l sales order to insure 
t ha t the correct customer is being billed :for the c orrect 
quantity of the proper item. The prices, having been verified 
before t h e item cards were filed, are presumed to be correct. 
When the bills have been tabulated, e ach group of 
ca rds representing an i nvoice is processed through a keypunch, 
and the customer number and salesman number is recorded in the 
cards. These cards ar e then reproe:essed to produce i nvoice 
reg isters, daily sales and cost of g oods sold reports by 
salesmen, and any other daily reports required or desired. 
Cards are then filed for use in pr e par a tion of monthly s a les 
analysis reports. 
The tub-file itself, theoretically reflects the 
actual inventory on ha nd of e ach item at all times. As a pre-
es tablished low-point is reac hed in the cards for a n item i n 
the tub-file, a signal card of different color is n oted. 
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(l'his card is pulled and filed with other signal cards denotin g 
low stock b a lances and tabulat ed to produce automatically 
a re-order report. This system automatically appraises 
management of' exact inventory position at any g iven time. 
The plans submitted by both Internation al Business 
Ma chine s and Remington Rand, were predicated on anticipated 
usag e of the tub-file p lan. The alternate plan of Reming ton 
Rand, however, made provision for a new machine, the 
Card-0-Matic. 
B. The Card-O-Matic Plan 
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The Q,ard-0-.Matic punch is designed for remote 
keyboard operation plus the ability to automatically duplica te 
all or partial informo. tion from master cards. 'rhe Card-0-Matic 
consists of two major elen:ents; a sensing unit which also 
hous es the keyboar d, and a n automatic .punch. All connections 
betwe en these two elements a re a ccomplished throug h an 
electrical cable. VJi t h the sensing unit connected to the 
punch only by an electric a l cable, the sensing unit c a n be 
placed in a location convenient to the unit housing the 
master tabulating cards.* 
Because full punch operation is obtained from t he key-
board, individual punched detail cards may b e produced containing 
variable information, in addition to that automatically sensed 
from ma ster cards. This machine capab i lity is o:r vi t a l importance, 
as will later beco me more evident. A further ability or the 
Gard-0-Matic punch, is that any one of six fields of the master 
cards can be optionally selected b y the operator to be punched 
automatically into one field of the detail e.ard. A field is 
a group of adjoining card columns used to record a class or 
typ e of information. If unit selling price required six columns, 
these six columns would be referred to as the unit sell ing price 
field. 
*10, p. 3 
The Card-0-Matic plan makes provision for one 
master product card for e a ch item stocked, and one set of 
customer master cards for e a ch customer. There is also 
one ma ster card for each p ossible shipper. Under the 
Card-0-I\ a tic plan invoices are produced essenti a lly as 
follo ws. The customer order is given to the Car d-O-Hat i c 
operator. She selects the customer mas ter cards and 
reproduces them in the Card-0-lvia tic. She next selects the 
app ro priate shipp er card, and reproduces it in total, 
punching i n the invoice nrunber or other variable descript ive 
information pertaining to the customer's order. The master 
product card is sele:cted, inserted in the Card-0-Mat ic, and 
constant product informa tion reproduced. Three unit selling 
prices are availab le for selection by the o perator. he 
merely selects the pr oper unit selling price, d ep ress es the 
key for t his price, and enters the variable quantity. 'l'he 
same pr oc.edure is follow ed until all cards have been 
processed throug h t he Card-0-:Matic. The c ards are t hen 
calcuated, and tabulated, producin g the customer invoices. 
C. Equipment Costs 
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During the investigat ion p ha se, manag e ment is faced 
wit h making decisions about cos t and saving s estimates. The 
amount of time a nd effort spent in developing co s t and s av i ngs 
estimates varies considerabl y from compan y to company . I n some 
c a ses no cost and s aving s estimates are made. In some ca ses 
the estimates amount to no more than "back-of-envelope" 
calculations. A fe w compani es develop es timates based on the 
actual volume and detailed d ata-processing st e ps involved i n 
particula r app licat ions. .S ome companies have f ound wi d e 
v a riations i n the co s t and s aving s es timates developed b y 
independent groups studying the sar~ application* 
At the Fennell Company no detailed investigat ion of 
manua l d ata-p rocessin g costs was undertak en. An a l ysis of 
cleric a l salarie s by Fennell management, however, revealed 
t hat regM dless of the t a b ulating s ystem decided up on, the 
costs would ex ceed manual. data-processing costs. Ivianag e me n t 
b e lieved t hat a d d itio nal c.o s ts i ncurred in undertaking 
mechanization of d a ta-processing pro eedures would more than 
be comp ensated for, b y additional sp e ed of re p ort preparation, 
de t ail in report format, and better co nt rol of inventory. 
The machin e s required and the monthly costs of the 
installa tion pro posed by the Interna tional Business Ma c hines 
Cor p orat ion for h an cU ing the da ta - processing pr ob lems of t he 
Fen~ell Company , were a s follo ws:** 
1 Type 402 Accounti ng 1vlachine - Model H-2 net 
bala nce - wi th dig it selector - 7 0 type bars 
56 counters - li s t spe ed, 8 0 lines per mi nut e, 
tabulatin g speed, 1 50 lin e s per minute with 
tape con trolled a utomat ic carriag e. $ 370.00 
l Type 024 Al phabetic Ke y Punch with self 
checkin g numher device to insure correct 
punchin g of indicative i nf ormat ion. 50 .00 
* l' p . 50 
**20 
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1 Type 526 Combination Alphabetic Printing Punch 
and Summary Punch - used as an interpreting 
gang punch for punching· accumulated totals . 
automatically, and as a spare Key Punch. • • . ~ 95.00 
1 602A Calculating PUnch for automatic extension 
of orders, calculation of sales ratios, etc •• 225.00 
1 082 Sorter - 650 cards per minute. • • • • • • 60.00 
800.00 
Cards-~stimated volume, 25poo monthly@ ~1.23/M. 30.00 
Monthly Cost ••••• $ 830.00 
One time costs of installation, essentially the 
costs of conversion, were stated as follows: 
Electrotypes to be used in printing card forms (2) .$ 
Control panels for recurring machine operations •• 
Card files. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Sorting trays and brackets. • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Miscellaneous • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
?0.00 
300.00 
300.00 
60.00 
2?0.00 
One Time Costs. • • . $lpOO.OO 
The equipment requirements and monthly rentals of 
equipment under the tub-file plan, submitted by Reming ton 
Rand, were as follows:* 
1 32&0 Alphabetical Tabulator (80 cpm} • 
• • • ~ 293.00 
1 310-1 Interfil ing Reproducer (100 cpm). • • • 110.00 
1 312 Alphabetical Interpreter (90 cpm) • •· • 85.00 
1 311 Instantaneous Summary Punch • • • • • • 80.00 
1 320 Sorter. • . • • 0 • • . • • • . • • • • 40.00 
2 306-2 Alphabetical Keypunches (86 cpm). • . • ?0.00 
Monthly Cost 
- Plan A. • $ 678.50 
*19 
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The total monthly rental charges under the alterna te 
Gard-0-Matie: plan would amount to ;JP1,1.83 .50. This plan replaced 
the two alphabetical keypunches with two Card-0-Matic punches, 
and added a calculating punch. 
The International Business Machines prop osal 
contained a suggested conversion schedule, 1 isting by date, 
the time scheduled for integration of e a ch applic.at,ion into 
the installation. It did not c:ontain a detailed e xplan ation 
of the steps which were to be taken in bring ing about, the 
chang e from a manual to a mechanized system. 
D. The Remington Rand Proposal 
The Remington Rand written proposal, although 
lack ing a sugg ested conversion s chedule, contained a d.escrip·t ion 
of the deta i led ste ps which would be re~uired to establish the 
installation at the ]'ennell Company. Inc1buded in the Reming ton 
proposal were the followin g recommended procedures:* 
*19 
A. Prepare a code for each item carried in s toc k . 
B. Assign a code number to e a ch customer. 
C. Prepa re a 1 1st for e ach item in invent or y for 
preparation of the punched cards. 
Billing and Sales Analysis: 
l. Orders received by phone and from the salesmen will be 
forwarded to a Re g ister Desk where a register number 
will be assigned to insure the control or all order s . 
2. The orders will t hen be forwarded to the Credit Depar t-
ment for a pproval. As each order is a ppr oved by the 
Credit Department , t h ey will stamp i t and send it to 
the Tabula t i n g Department. 
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3. As the orders are received in the Tabulating Department, 
they will b e forwarded to the tub-file where item cards 
for e ach item in st ock: will be pulled. 
4. In the case of i tenli.s ordered direct from the manufa cturer, 
a requisition to purchasing wil~ be written a nd a card 
keypunched :for the it ans so ordered. 
5. In the event an item is out-of-stock, cards will b e 
pulled from a special set of car d s containing no pricing. 
These will serve l a ter to set up the ba ck-order file. 
&. After all it.em cards have been pulled, the customer name 
and address cards will be inserted along with a d at e card 
and identifying cards to show items b a ck-ordered and 
those shi pped di.irect. 
7. Depending on the time factor involved, customer number, 
salesman number and territory can be punched into the 
cards, either before or after tabulating the invoice. 
8. After all. cards relating to a customer's invoice have 
been assembled, the invoice will be tabulat ed and 
simultaneously with the pre par at ion of the invo i ce, 
an Accounts Receivable Summary Card will b e punched, 
to serve as a debit to the cu s tomer's account. 
9. After all invoic es for the day have been billed, a 
daily order register will be t a bula ted 1 s howing 
customer name, address and to tal amount of the invoice. 
10. The cards will then be sorted by product, salesman a nd 
terri tory, showing the total daily s ales and a lso the 
cost of g oods sold. 
11. The cards will then be filed for the preparation of 
the following: rep orts: 
a. Salesmen's commission st atements 
b. Sales by product and department 
c. Sales by saleSm.an and branch 
Inventory: 
1. As items are receiv ed in inventory, a signed copy of the 
Receiving Report will be sent to the •rabulating Department. 
2. As Receiving Reports come in, the proper master item card 
will be withdrawn from t he file, the price checked i n 
c:ase of a pr ice chang e, and the correct number or unit 
cards prepared and f'iled in the t ub -file. 
3. Before items are filed i n the tub-file , the back-order 
file sho uld be chec ked, and all items ·which hav e been 
received for which b ack-orders are on file pull ed . 
These card s will t hen be priced and an invoice 
tabulated if i mmediat e shipmen t is warranted or filed 
in a tickler f ile if it is be held until t h e next 
order. 
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4. As inventory re port per i ods a r e rea ched, all c ard s will 
be withdrawn from the file and the inventory tabulated . 
Accounts Receivable: 
1. As outlined previously :Ln Billing Step 8 , a Summary 
Car d is punched s imultaneously with the pre parat ion of 
the i nvoic e, s howi ng date, discount amo unt, net amount, 
invoic e numbe r and customer numb er. 
2. These c ards will be held until the en d of the days 
invoicing; they wi ll then be listed a nd proved to t he 
daily order r e g ister. 
3. Afte r proving t hey will be filed in t he Customer ' s 
Accounts Receivable File for the mo nthly tria l bal an ce 
and statement. 
4. As credits are rece ived in the Tabulating Department 
from the Credit Department, a card will b e keyp unched 
for each credit, containing d a te, credit memo number , 
customer number and salesman numb er. 
5. These cards will then be reproduced with one co py for 
the Customer's Accounts Receivable File and on e co py 
to char ge t he .::lalesman' s Commission Account. 
6. As cash is received, a c ash card will be punched 
containing dat e, remittan ce number, cus tomer numb er, 
and amount. These will be listed and proved to the 
tap e total of cash received. 'l'he cards will t h en be 
filed in t he Customer's Receivable File. 
7. Monthly all cards will be wi thdrawn for the Accounts 
Receivab le File a n d a t r ial balance of all accounts taken. 
8. When the Accounts Receivable Tota l is proved, the 
statements will be tabulat ed and mailed to t he customer . 
The following ste ps ar e an alterna tive to t he comple t e 
tub-file system previo usly outlin ed. With the introduction of 
Remington Rand Gard-0-Matic punches and the Calculator Punch, 
the tub-file would be reduced to a Master Gard for each item 
in stock. 
Billing: 
1. As orders are received, the pro per master card would 
be withdrawn from t h e Master .l!' ile. 
2. All information with the excep tion of quantit y will 
automatically be re produced. 
3. Tne only variable, quantity, will be punched in by 
the operator. 
4. The cards would then be forwarded to the Calculating 
Punch and the quantity multiplied by the unit price 
minus the d i scount would be ex tended. 
5. The c ards for d irect shipme nt would be p unched a s 
outlined previously. 
6. In the case of items out -or-stock, the unit pri c e 
would not be punched and n o ex tension would t ake 
place. 
7. The Name and Address Car ds would then b e p ulled and 
the invoice tabulated. 
Inventor y: 
1. Balance C.ards for e a c h item in stock would b e set u p 
showing quantity on hand, max imum a n d min imum a mounts. 
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2. Weekly the card s from t h e daily sales will be interfil ed 
with the balance card s. 
3. An invento ry report by dep artment could t hen he tabu.l a ted 
showing Item, Q.uantity on Hand, Max imum and Mi nimum 
Inventory requirements. With this report, a g l ance at 
the fig ures would show t he items requiring at t e nt io n . 
In addi t ion to studying the prop osals submitted by 
t h e tabula ting ma chine can.pany rep r e sent a tives, t he gen eral 
man ag er of the Fennell Company made a trip to Allian ce, Ohio t o 
study a Re mi ngton Rand Punched Car d instal. l at ion in u s e i n t he 
same · type industry, and. to Indianapolis Indiana, to study an 
International Business 1\l[achines tabul ating installation. 
E. The Basis for Management's _Decision 
On the basis of the knowledge of their pr ob lems , a 
gen eral kn owledge of tabulating machines and procedures, a 
study of the recommendations made and proposals submitted by 
tabulating machine company representa tives, and actual visits 
to s uc ces sful tabul a ting installations, management Q.ecided i n 
f a vor of installing a punched card system. 
The Remington Rand tub-file plan was select ed for 
integration into the dat a - processing procedures of the Fennell 
Company . From the standpoint of equipmen t costs, t h e s ys tems 
advocated by both Remin gton Rand and IBM were reasonab ly 
comparable. Sales representa tives of both compan ies had 
offered intel ligent and reasonable solutions to the prob lems 
presented by the Fennell Company. 
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A major factor which influenced the Fennell Company's 
decision to accept the Remington Rand proposal, was the visi t 
made to the Remington Rand instal l a tion at the John Robert s o n 
Company in Alliance, Ohio. 1rhe Robertson Company used the 
tabulating equipmen t to accomplish invoicing , whereas the o ther 
company visited d id not, and the problems of the ]'ennell Company 
app eared to be more similar in natur e to t hose of the Roberts o n 
Company, than to those of t h e company utilizing the Int e rnat ional 
Business Machines i ns t a llat:ion. 
V'. INSTALLATION PLANNING 
A. Designing _the ~ 
One of the first decisions management must make, 
following its decision to a dopt p unched card methods is that 
of designing the card or c ards which will be used to r e cord 
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the transactions of the business. The information to be 
recorded in the card depends up on the report informat ion which 
management des ires from. t h e system. S inc e the Remington-Rand 
punched c-ard system was sele.cted, the carnpany must consolidate 
all of the informa tion it will re quire of a transact ion, in to 
ninety informational dig its, the c apacity of the Reming t on - Rand 
punched card. 
The first step then, i s to decide upon the informati on 
required. Card columns for the inf ormation re q_uired muet be 
assigned. Vvhen this has been accomplished, remaining unassi gned 
card columns may be used as desired to record t h e most i mportan t 
of the remaining informa tion. Although manag ement must dec-ide 
u pon the information it r equires, the actua l design of the 
card may be handled by the tabulating company r e presentatives , 
who will place the fields on the car d in such a manner as to 
obtain maximum punchin g spe ed gy machine o perators. 
In the case of the ..t!'ennell Company, the information 
considered necessary to record a unit transaction was as 
follows: Customer number, tr ad e class, quantity purchased, uni t 
of issue, product number, product descrip tion, branch, shippi ng 
poin t , salesman n umb er, invoice date, invoie e number, discount 
percentage, discount amount, unit price, sales amount, and 
cost price. 
Several alternatives present themse~ves in 
deciding upon the method to be utilized in coding . One of the 
methods would be to combine salesman numb:er and customer 
number in a fiv.e digit classification. 'l'his form of coding is 
particularly advantageous, when reports desired of· the system, 
are to be sequenced pri.mari]_y according to salesman. Sorting 
of the customer number would automatically sequence alpha-
betically by sa~esman, ea ch of t he customers. 
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Although most of the reports desired by Fennell 
Company required that cards be sequenced in this manner, it was 
decided to sequence the complete list of customers alpha-
betically without including the salesmanrs number as an integral 
part of the customer's number. Two or three numbers were left 
unassigned between each customer, to allow for expansion 
possibilities. 'rwo additional columns in the card were assigned 
for recording the salesmen numbers. 
In order to assist salesmen, throug h mailing of 
advertising literature to customer-s~ it was decided that eac h 
customer would be coded according to the class of business in 
which he was enga ged. 'l'he nine different custol!ler classifi-
cations established for purposes of mailing advertising 
literature wer e sheet metal, hea ting and air conditioning , 
ventiiation, roofing , sig n mal( ing , building supply, industrial, 
plumber and other. Customers falling in more than one class 
were coded in more than one class. One card column was 
allocated for this purpose. 
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In assigning columns for the quantity field, the 
first factor to be dedided was a determination of the largest 
quantity of any single item sold to one customer at one time. 
In the sheet metal product line, the company on occasion sold 
between ten thousand and fifteen thousand pounds to a custo mer . 
For this reason, five columns were allocated to the quantity 
field in the card. 
Eight columns were assigned initially to the pr oduct 
number field. One column of the ei ght was assigned to division, 
to differentiate between the Fennell and the Glennon Divisio ns . 
Three more c olurnns were assigned to manufacturer 's number, in 
order that low limit re-order c ar ds, when t abulated would 
automatically reflect the designation of the manufacturer from 
whom the product could be obtained. 'l'he rema ining four colu..rnns 
were used to number the products in series. 
The product terminology prevalent . throughout the 
industry re quired that twenty-two columns be allocated to 
product descript ion. Even through utilization of extensive 
abbreviations, this was considered t he minimum numb er of 
columns which could be used with any degree of success. For 
example, the di f ficulties to be encountered in reducift a 
typica1 product, Waterman-Waterbury Furnace Complete, Model 
3260, to 22 informational digits can readily be imag i ned. 
As discussed in the first section, in ad d ition to 
the main branch at Boston, three other branches were locat e d 
throughout New England. One column was allocated to branch, 
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and the branches were coded as follows: Boston 1, Burlington 2, 
Hartford 3, and Au gusta 4. 
Also discussed in section one under survey of the 
industry, was the condition whereby in many instane:es, the 
branch orig inating the sale, wa s not the branch shipp ing 
the merchandise. For this reason.;: a column was allocated to 
allow for designation of the branch shipp ing the products. 
Four columns were allocated to date, one f or month , 
t wo for day, and one for year. 
Six columns were alloca ted to the i nvoice number 
whi ch would be assi gn ed to the bill ma iled to the customer. 
This would l ater be used in prepar a tion of accounts receiva ble 
documents. 
In the who lesale metals and plumbing industry, a 
system of cash discounts is in effe c t . These discounts r ange 
from o n e-half of one percent for the metals products, to t \v o 
percent for the plumb ing prod uc:ts. Two column s were assigned 
for the purpose of recording cash discount percentag e s . SiX 
columns were alloted for recording the disco un t amount, which 
would be produced a s a result o f ex tend i ng the c ash discoun t 
percentage times the ext e n ded selling amount. 
Unit priees in the wholesale metals field rang e from 
fou r place decimal fr a ction s of a cen t a pound for certain 
metal products, to in ex cess of $1,000 for certain furnaces. 
For this reason eight columns-were assigned for recording unit 
selling price, eight for recording extended selling price, and 
seven for designating extended cost price. 
B. Selecting the Installation perso~ne~ 
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Serious consideration should be given to the 
selection of the supervisor, the key individual in the organ-
ization and operation of the new department. Failure t o do so 
may spell success or failure during the initia l st a ges o r the 
inst a llation. Selecting the supervisor on the b asis of 
expediency, or for s ome personal reason, h a s been a costly 
mistake in many instances to both the new u s er, and the 
tabula ting machines canpany. Almost invariably, the equipment 
and the system had been blamed for deficiencies before the real 
reason wa s recognized and the situation corrected by the 
selection of a comp etent supervisor. 
A well-paid supervisor has frequently been found to 
be the most. economical way to produce effe ctive results. An 
attempt to reduce the co s t o f the dep artment at t he expense of 
t he su pervisor's comp ensation c an easily turn out to be a 
shortsighted economy.* 
In selecting the supervisor to be in char g e of the 
tabulating installation, the company has two possible 
alternatives~ ea ch of wh ich has advantag es and disadvantag es. 
The first alternative. available to the company is to select 
*14 
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the supervisor from within its ~vn organization. The major 
advantage to be derived from selecting the supervisor on t h is 
basis, is that th e i ndividual has a kn owledg e of the company, 
its products, policies ~ and o pera ting principles. The 
disadvantag e of such a selection is that the per son ch osen, 
excep t in rare or unusu al circumst an ces~ has little or no 
conception of a punched car d s ys tan or o pe rat ion of the punc hed 
card equipment. 
The alternative met h od ava ilable is to select from 
outside the company, a person who ha s had considerable 
experience i n t he o peration of t a bul ating e qui pment . 'l'his, 
of course,. means t hat excep t in rare or unusu al circumstaneesl 
the p ers on selected , has little or no concept i on of the 
company, its product ::> , policies and o perat i ng prineiples. 
Practice varies throu ghout the bu siness world a s to 
t h e method of selection u sed by i nd i vidual companies . Bec ause 
of the relatively complic ated nature of th e wholesale me tals 
and plumbing supply business , the supervisor s elected wa s a 
former employee of ten years tenure, who had a comp e t en t 
wor k i n g kno wledg e of th e business. 
Compet ent typ ists c a n read il y adap t this skill t o 
op era t ion of a keypunch, with i t s typewriter k eyboard. Girl s 
whos e job s were being o bsoleted through adop tion of the 
punched ca rd s yst em, wer e transferred t o t h e i ns t alla tion f or 
training i n k eyp unching .• 
G. Installat ion Layout and Space Requirements 
Prior to the delivery of the equipme nt, a detailed 
floor plan should be work ed out to show the position of each 
machine , desk , file a nd piece of aux iliary e quipment required. 
Plans for any future expansion should b e considered i n the 
design in order to keep electrical wiring and other structural 
costs to a minimum. In allocating f loor s pac e it is well to 
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remember that adequate work ing areas are necessary far 
eff icient o peration . Any economi e s effected by crowded 
working areas will be mo r e . than offset by the del ay and loss 
of efficiency t ha t will result. 
Proper lig hting, ventil a tion an d storag e spa ce 
sho uld be provided. Soundproofing the wa lls and ceiling of 
t h e machin e room will be a wise i nves t men t. By baffling the 
repetitive sounds of the machines within a n enclo sed ar ea , 
the acoustic panels reduce operato r fati g ue and incre as~ 
efficiency and accuracy.* 
Long befor e actual delivery of the tabulating 
e qu ipment, mana ge ment had made the decision a s to wh ere th e 
installat ion would be housed. Actual templates o f t he 
machin e s had b een mapped out in scale. Machj_ne s were located 
in such a manner s o a s to provide a proper flow o f work 
throughout the installation. Advanee planning a s to the 
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physical l ayout of the equipment resulted in mi nimum con fusi on , 
when the machines were ac tua lly recei ve,d. 
*14 
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D. Manuals and Controls 
In planning for the installation, procedure and 
operating manuals should be considered essential. The procedure 
manual is for managerrent use, and. is not necessarily an elaborate 
or complicated description of the proposed procedures. 'l' enta t ive 
procedures included in the proposal can serve a s the b a sis for 
the permanent procedure manual. As the procedure details are 
worked out, prior to the dat e of installa tion, changes and 
revisions may be entere d, and it may then serve as the st andard 
procedure manual. It should contain a brief descri ption of the 
steps required to produce the end results, allocating respon-
sibility for the completion and accuracy of eac.h step in the 
procedure. In addition, i t should contain an outline of the 
controls set up to g uard against omissio ns and inaccura cy. 
The o perating manual should b e designed for the 
guidance and instruction of the ind ividual machi ne o per ators. 
It should include all neces sary o perating instructions and 
codes, machine setup detail, wiring diagrams, card forms, 
report f orms (or identification of e a ch form), and the source 
and disposition of the cards and media used in e a ch step of the 
operation. The operating manual will prove invaluable i n 
training new operators, and assuring accuracy and uniformity 
of , ork produced. It will conserve the time of the inst a lla tion 
supervisor, by providing written instructions to cover the 
duties of the ma chine oper ators.* 
*14 
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It is impossible to operate an efficient punched-card 
installation without adequate controls; the t yp e and number of 
controls are subject to difference of opinion. Because of the 
high speed of the machines, any error that enters the records 
will be multiplied and rep eo. ted infinitely f as ter than. under 
manual methods. Also, because or the almost entirely 
automatic o pera tion of all the machines except the p unch, the 
possibility or detecting an error in the p unched c.ards by 
visua l inspection is almost nil. Under manual methods an 
entry can be scanned every time it is posted or entered but 
with punc hed cards this p ossibility does not e x ist.* 
The f'ollowin g are some of the mo r e common of the 
different t ypes o f test checks and controls utilized in 
tabulating installations:** 
*14 
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1. Punched cards may be ve r ified from 
the orig inal source records. 
2. Totals may be checked against controls 
available from other records. 
3. Machine·s and equi pment should be checked 
regularly by the use of test decks. 
4. Essential data may be i n terpreted and 
rea d from the card. 
VI. COMPANY EXPERIE NC E WITH THE PUNCHED CARD SYST.i::I\I 
A. Conversion from Manual to Machine Methods 
When the decision to install punched card methods 
had been made, depar tment hea ds in charge of the v arious 
product lines were instructed to submit listing s of :products 
car r ied in stock, with unit of issue, description of the 
product, and the unit sellin g and cost prices. Forms were 
provided t he department heads for aceomplishing this task. 
Existing custcmer files were coded numerically and used by 
the tabulating department to keypunch customer .master decks . 
Management decided to convert the Glennon Division 
to punched card billing , because of the small er amount or 
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work involved in preparing the pr oduct cards for this division. 
\v hen the master product deck had b-een keypunched and verifie d , 
cards representil1g pr oduct units were put in the tub, for later 
use in the billing procedure. Although certain difficulties 
were encountered in product terminology, which required 
assignment of a person familiar with the plumbing line to the 
job or pulling prod uct cards from the tub, the billing o pera tion 
was satisfactory. 
In planning for integration of the punched card method 
for processing Fennell billings;, manag ement anticipated no 
insurmountable difficulties. A suitable and sufficient amount 
of time was allowed for preparation of the master cards, and 
loading the tub-files. 'l'he date slated for transit ion rapidly 
approached and was reached. 
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Processing of Fennell billing s was too slow, however, 
to meet billing requirements. Manag ement was f a ced with the 
decision as to whether speed would increase as familiarity with 
t he system. became more eviden t. Manag ement's decision was 
deferred on this problan because of a greater problem which 
arose at this time. Following a reasonably long period of 
st ab ility, prices in sever a l commodities b a sic to the e x istence 
of Fennel.l rose. First steel, nex t copper, then alwninum. The 
implications of the price change were rea dily a pparent. ?..11 
selling prices in the cards in the tub for these co~nodities 
were immedia t ely invalidated. The installa tion crew was f ac ed 
with the formid able task of removing from the tub-files, those 
card s with incorrect prices, repro due:ing the cards, blocking-
out the old prices, and keyp unching in the new pr ices. ~ 1 ithout 
correct prices in the cards, the installati on billing a ctiv ity 
was paralyzed, and activity ceased in this direction wh ile the 
efforts of all concerned were turned to effecting price changes. 
The rise in the price of steel, for example, caused obsolescence 
of prices in approximately thirty percent of the cards in the 
tub-file. 
The sweeping pr ic·e chang es ha d not been completed, 
when the price in steel took a still further rise. At this 
time, the insurmountable problem of price changes was finally 
recognized by manag ement. A conference wa s scheduled with 
representatives of Heming ton Hand, to see what could be done 
to alleviate the situation. 
B. Conversion Problems Encountered 
The first concern of Fennell management was to get 
the system operating. Before this could be accomplished, 
several questions had to be answered. ·i'ihat ha d gone wrong ? 
Why had the system worked at the Robertson Company, bu.t not 
at Fennell? How could the problems created by chang ing 
prices be overcome? What could be done to increase t h e speed 
of processing of the cards through decreased handling , so that 
timely billings could be produced? ~v'hat could be done to 
decrease the number of personnel req uired in the tabul ating 
installation? What could be done to overcome the pr oblem o:f 
product terminolog-y, so that relatively unskilled clerks 
could han.dle the product cards in the installation? 
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What had gone wrong? For purposes of' the Fennell 
Company's data-processing requirements, the tub-file nunched 
ca r d system h a d proved inflexible. Once the- desired information 
is recorded in punched cards, it is irrefutably and irrevocably 
recorded. Only throug h use of a n ew card with new punching , 
can an erroneous situation be corrected. Although machines 
can block out the incorrect information, and retain the correct 
informa tion, there is still the problem of writing on the 
reproduced card, the n e w information desired, punching this 
information in the card,. interpreting the c ard for rea dability, 
verifying the keypunching for correctness, and in the case of 
tub-file replenishment, removing the old product cards with 
incorrect prices from the tub, reproducing a sufficient 
quantity of new cards to replaee the old, and physically 
placing the new cards in the desired section in the tub. 
For routine pric:e chan ges, involvi.t\g relatively 
small b atches of product cards, the above steps can be 
accomplished within reasonable time limitations, and without 
due upset to the normal routine of the installation. Multip l y 
these operations far thousands of products, and the system is 
paralyzed. 
Why had the system worked at the Robertson Company 
and not at Fe.anell? r he answer to this question reveals the 
dangers inherent in patterning one installation after another, 
although the two companies may be involved in apparently 
identical lines of endeavor. Undoubtedly the main reason the 
tub-file installation at Robertson wa s successful, while the 
tub-file installation at Fennell failed was the different 
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sales emphasis on p roduct lines found in each of the co mp an ies. 
Both RobJertson and Fennell sold sheet metal products, warm air 
accessories, and plumbing suppl i es. Robertson's main e mphasis, 
however, was in the plumbing line~ with sheet metal sales 
c ontri b uting but little, to the overall sales of the company. 
Fennell, on the other hand, realized the lar ge st percentag e of 
its sales revenue from xales of sheet metal products. In warm 
air accessories, sales a ctivity and. emphasis was comparable. 
'rhe ..t!'ennell Company h a d already demonstra ted 
successful use of the tub-file punched card met hod for handling 
billing of the plumbing product line. 'rhe problem of sheet 
metal pricing and price changes had been to Robertson a 
relatively minor problem. Jirritating perhaps, but capable of 
being handled without undue confusion and time loss in his 
installation, because the volume of products affected by 
changes in prices or steel and other metals was small, in 
comparison with total products carried. The lar g e number of 
cards and products aff'ected in the case of Fennell, was 
sufficient to result in failure of the tub-file plan. 
How could the problems created by changing prices 
be overcome? While operating on a tub-file plan this prob lem 
could never be solved, or overcome without adding additional 
machines and personnel. Even if this possible solution was 
to be followed, the costs would be entirely prohibitive, and 
satisfactory end results questionable. The solution to the 
problem then, was to be sought, not through a revision of the 
present systEm, but rather through utilization of ,,a new s y stem 
which could cope with the problem. 
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The plan proposed by the Remington Rand t abulating 
representatives for solving the problem. was through utilization 
or the alternate plan which had been suggested in the initial 
proposal. Through the mcedium of the Card-O-Matic plan, not 
only would t .he pric,ing problems be resolved, but in addition, 
the speed of processing of billings would be increased, and 
the number or personnel re ·.JLuired, decreased. One major problem, 
in resp ect to utilization of the Card-0-Matic plan, however, 
required solution. 
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Girl typ ists can be rapidly trained in the oper ation 
of the Card-0-Matic . As a normal part of their work, they are 
re quir ed to pull from files, the master cards representing the 
products ordered. Under the tub-file plan, the persons wh o had 
been assi gned the function of pulling cards from the tub-file, 
had a knowledge of the product line, but no skill in typewriting . 
The g irls selected to o perate the Gard-0-Matics, although 
proficient in typewriting, did not have sufficient knmvledge 
of the product lines, to pull the master product cards with 
the sp ead required • 
The matter was given though tful considerat ion, and 
the followi.ng method suggested as a possible solution. For 
the time being, the matter of utilizing punched card methods 
for pur poses of inventory control was tabled, until the billing 
situation h ad been alleviated. This meant that e a ch charge 
was forwarded through the inventory section for resultant 
reflection of issue in the records. The solution presented 
was that e ach item carried in stoclc, in the Kardex files, would 
be numerically recorded with the number assigned to the punched 
card f or that item. On entering the balance of an item issued, 
from the charg e, the inventory clerk would enter on the charge 
the product number assigned the item. The Card-0-Matic 
op erators would then be required only to p ull cards by numeric 
coding, rather th an on the basis of alphabetic des crip tion. 
This proposed solution was acce pted, and the inventory records 
were coded numerically. 
Management also decided that, in view of the larg e 
number of customer master cards, and the extra operating time 
involved in reproducing thre e cards for a customer invoice, 
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that a tabulating device would be i nstalled which would p ermit 
t he Name, Street, and City address of a custo mer to a pp ear on 
one card. Not only would this speed up the billing o pera tion, 
but it would also result i n a much. smal.ler customer master f ile, 
which would be eaBier to maintain in an orderly fashion. 
C. Punched Cards in Action 
The genera~ use of the Card-0-Matic plan was d i sc u ssed 
in an earlier section.~ The flexibility or the Card-O-Matic 
permits automatic reproduction of all or selected portions of a 
card, depending u pon the control k ey or combina tion of cont.rol 
ke y s de pressed. Each p roduct master card, for example, h a s 
three different selling prie.es includ ed therein, for sele ction 
as applicable to differ ent conditions or customers. The price 
punched in the card would de pend upon the control key d epressed 
on the C.ard-0-Matic. If none of' the prices in the card a ppl i ed 
to a certai n situat i on, the Gard-0-~atic opera tor could 
automatically reproduce any description information she desired, 
and manually keypunch the price recor ded on the charg e. The 
flex ibility of the Card-0-Matic proved invaluable in solv ing 
many of the dat a -processing prob lems of the Fennell Comp any . 
In the event of a price c hange, operation of the 
Gard-0-Matics would be affected only insofar as manual p un ch i ng 
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of prices for the group of produc:ts affected, would be requir ed 
until price changes could be made in the product master ca r ds. 
At the end of t he day 's billing , the operators would remove 
from their master file, th~ group of cards on which price 
changes were re quired, reproduce them, blocking out the old 
incorrect price and punching in the new price. New card s would 
then be returne.d to the file, re ady for use the nex t morning . 
rrhrough utilization of the Card-O-M at ic plan , c·ard 
costs to the Fennell Company would be significantly decreased, 
as would the number of installation pers onnel. The tub-file 
plan presupposes pre punched c ar ds. When price of a product 
changed, any cards re present i ng that product would be changed. 
Galvanized sheet metal, size 36 x S6, might be denominated a s 
follo ws: 50 cards denoting 500 pound quantities and ex tended 
price-wise in this manner; 1 00 cards denoting 100 pound 
quantities, once again the unit price being extended in each 
of the cards by 100; another 1 00 cards denoting 5 or 10 pound 
quanti ties, and finally 10.0 card s representing pound units and 
cont a ining the corres pondin g pound unit price. Assuming that 
this product was available at five different prices, de pending 
upon the quantity purchased by the customer, cards would have 
to be pre pared as already descr i bed for each of the pr ices at 
which the product was sold. 
When a price change was received, in addition to 
computing the new prices re quired for ea ch of the qu ant i t y 
denomina tions, the old cards were invalidated and scrapped. 
In the instance illustrated above, 1750 cards ror this one 
product would be salva ged. (350 quantity cards x 5 price 
categories). Multiply the cost of cards at $1.26/thousand, 
&9 
by the thousands or cards required to effect the pr ice changes, 
and the card costs become a significant expense, which ca nnot 
be ignored. Also to be g iven serious consideration is the 
labor involved in extending and keypunching the new unit selling 
and cost prices by the quantity denominations, and reproducing 
the cards and reloading the tub-files. 
In the Card-0-Matic system there is one card for 
each product, containing the one, two, or three unit selling 
prices at which the product is sold. When the price of a 
product is changed, only one or two cards are obsoleted. No 
extensions are required. The card contains only the unit 
prices. 
Two Card-0-Matics and a calculator were delivered to 
the Fennell Company shortly after the confer ence with the 
Remington Eand representatives. Within a very short period of 
time, the Card-0-Matic plan was functioning properly in the 
processing of Fennell billin gs. 
The actual steps involved in producing a bill have 
been described and illustrated in order t ha t the reader may 
understand that the Fennell C.ompany's initial trials and 
tribulations with punched card methods were not in vain. The 
billing o peration now in use approaches the optimum efriciency 
available :from a punched card system. There are five steps to 
the present billing operation: 
1. Process charges on the Card -o-Ma tic. 
2. Calculate charges. 
3. Tabulate bills. 
4. Gheck, and Balance to Control Listing. 
5. Forward to Mailing Desk. 
Single master customer card containing the complete 
address of the customer, is pulled from the master customer 
card file, and reproduced in its entirety. Certain of the 
information from the customer card is retained in the machine 
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for transcri ption into all cards pertaining to the customer's 
order. The information retained is the customer number, salesman, 
and city, state code. At the end of each customer's order, a 
card containing only the above· locked-in information is 
automatically produced by the Card-0-Matic, which later serves 
as a summary card to record the total of the transaction. 
The shippe·r card is pulled .from the ship per master 
file and reproduced in its entirety. An order card is prepa red 
which contains all the v a ri ab le infonTIJation pertaining to a 
customer's order. 
The product master card representing e ach product is 
withdra wn from the master product file, and inserted in the 
Card-0-Matic. The price in the eard corresponding to the price 
on the charg e is used as the basis ror depressing the giector 
key which corresponds with t h e correct price. The product c ard 
is reproduced, branch shipping and quantity being keypunched b y 
the operator. 
--
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Reproduced Gus tomer Card to be 
us ed in Tabulating the Invoice 
Fig. IV - Billing: Reproducing the Customer Card 
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Reproduced Order Card Containing Variably 
Punched Order Number and Invoice Number 
Fig· . VI - Billing: Reproducing the Order Card 
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Representative Product Mast er Card 
Containing Three Selling Prices 
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Reuroduced Product Card Containing Variable 
uantity Keypunched by Card-0 - Matic: Operator,. 
in which ( A) Price was Appl icable. (Shaded 
area represents c ard prior to c a lculation) 
Fig. VII - Billing: Reproducing the Product Cards 
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Calculations Accompli s h~d ut omatical ly : 
l . Qty. x Unit S.P . x Reciprocal Equivalent* = 
4236 X ~ .1187 X 0 = 
.Extended s .p. 
~502.81 
2. 
3 . 
* Rec iprocal Equivalent used when customer 
allowed additional discount . If discount 
of lO% was a l lowed, reciprocal o f 10, ( 90) , 
would be keypunched by the Card-O-Mat ic 
operat or . 
~{..uanti ty X Unit Cost Price = Extended Cost Price 
4236 X $ .084 ~355 . 82 
Cash Discount Per centage X Extended S.p. = Discount 
. 5 X $502.81 $2 . 51 
Amount 
4. Automati c computation of state sales tax on Connecticut 
and Maine invoices. 
5 . Automatic computation of t otal sales, cost, and di s count 
amounts for a bill, which are punched in a Summary Card, 
t o serve as a control rec ord of invoices processed, an d 
for later use in prepara tion of Accounts Heceivable doc uments . 
Fig . VIII - Bil ling: Calculating the Billing Deck 
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Fig . IX - Billing : Billing Cards Re ady r or Tabulation 
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The billing decks produced by the Card-0-Ma tic 
operators are forwarded to the calculator, and automatically 
extended. 
When the billing decks have been calculated, they 
are tabulated on the invoices, checked, balanced to a control 
listing, and forwarded to the mailing desk. 
D. Effect ivem.ess of the Installation 
in Me~mg theNeeus of' th~ Company 
The installation has been effective in meeting the 
data-processing needs of the company. To the present t im.e, 
billings, sales analyses and expense analyses have 'been 
converted to punched cards. Soon to follow are inventory, 
purchases, and accounts receivable. 
At the present time, Fennell managenent is deriving 
from the punched card installation many desired reports of 
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sales analysis, which were not heretof'ore economic,ally feasible. 
Reports on the activities of the thirty or more salesmen o:f t h e 
company are desired by I!flnagement for a number of reasons. An 
evaluation of the overall effectiveness of the salesmens• efforts 
may be determined through reports of gross sales and cost of sales 
for each salesman. These same re oorts may be used as a b asis for 
determining the salesmen's compensation. 
A knowledge of what products are sold by eae·h salesman 
is of value to management in determining, if the salesman "s i t em 
sales a re proportionate to sal.es of other related items. For 
example, when a customer buys a bathtub, he should also buy the 
brass and fittings for the bathtub. The Robertson Company* 
established the ratios to be used by taking to tal Wf!r ehouse 
sales for e a ch class of it. en., and determined the ratios 
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between the classes. If the two ratios are not close, it means 
that the salesman and company are losing business, and action 
is required on the part of the salesman toward renewed emphasis 
on the weaker elasses. 
Knowledge of sales and cost of the prod.ucts sold to 
an individual customer are of interest to management. Through 
comparison with previous months sales, the custcmers whose 
volume of' purchases is on t.b:.e decrease, rather than relatively 
steady or on ·the increase, can be ascertained. Saleanen can 
then be requested to furnish inf'ormation on the ·oossible reasons 
for the decrease in his sales to a particular customer. 
A report of' sales and cost of sales by warehou se will 
permit management to ascertain more readily which of the warehouses 
require management attention. 
As a means of' assisting the salesman in the performance of 
his duties, the company requires accurate and up-to-date records 
and files on active and inactive customers. Records showing 
which customers are in which trade class, are re quired to 
distribute effectively sales litera ture of interes t to customers 
within a certain trade class. 
The above mentioned reports are only a few of the 
reports which are made economically feasible and available to 
management through use of the punche:d card sys t em.._ The number 
*17 
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and nature of reports which can be produced is limited only to 
the inf'ormation whic-h is recorded in the cards. If the 
informa tion is not recorded in the cards, then it cannot be 
used to prepare reports. 
Management should exercise caution with respect to the 
reports it ask s the tabulating department to furnish. Management 
. 
Methods Ma g azine presents a pseudo-hum.erous but nevertheless 
accurate illustration of what may happen, when the tabulating 
installation is required to produce too many superflous reports. 
11Don•t make the tabulating department a catch-all 
for odious or fanciful reports, just because the equip-
ment is there. This has been a principal cause of failure 
of tabulating departments for many years. Let' s consider 
the ease of the food processor who ins tailed punched card 
equipment for :r;:ayroll and labor distribution about 1948. 
All went well for about two years. Then a whimsical 
management and an ent.husiastie machine salesman combined 
against a too-accommodating (or weak) tabulating su pervisor. 
They loaded the dep ar t rnent with a variety of sEmi-necessary 
special projects, most of which wer e to be completed about 
the fifth of ea ch mon thl The whole installati on ground to 
an agonized halt. The company now prides itself on its 
fine manual system, unhampered by any equipment more 
complicated than desk calculators."'* 
At the prese.nt time the punched card billi ng pr ocedure 
is progressing smoothly, through utilization of the Card-O-Matic 
syste:m. 'rhe capacity of the calculating punch now in use at the 
company, however, is not sufficient to . care for both extension 
of product billing cards- and the inventory records of the company. 
Approximately six and one-half hours a day, the calculating punch 
is in use computing the extensions previously illustrat ed. The 
tiril.e remaining for use of the machine would be inadequate, -for 
·-processing of the inventory cards. on a balance forward basis. 
*l8 
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for this reason, t he company has ordered a Reming ton 
Rand Univac Punched Card Electronic Comp uter, to replace the 
Calculating Punch presently in use. Delivery is expected in the 
early part of 1957. A hi gh speed Collator has also been ordered, 
which will be used in conjunction with the Univac. These t wo 
add itional machines will replace the present calculator, s ummary 
punch, and reproducer. 
Procedures are presently being establish ed :for handling 
the inventory requirenents on the Univac when it is delivered. 
The plan of approach to the problen a t present involves creation 
of t wo master inventory decks, the first con taining high and low 
stock limits for the usual operating s eason, the second con t a i ning 
pre-established high and lo w stock limits for the peak o perati ng 
season i n the fall months. 'rhe actual balances of i tams on hand 
will be determined by taking, a physical inventory, and p unching 
the results in cards containing the p roduct numbers and item 
descriptions. The cards will then be compu t ed on the Univac to 
determine annual inventory valuation at selling and eo s t p rice. 
Balance cards will then be f iled for use in prepar i ng current, 
accurat e inventory balances. Following· use in billing customers, 
the product cards will be colLa ted wi th the cards con taini ng the 
result s of the physical inventory. A blanlc card wil1 be collat ed 
in to this deck, to receive the results of Univa c calculations . 
The information in the actual inventory c ar d will. be re ad an d 
stored by the Univac; the product usage ca rds will be deducted 
automatically from the previously stored information. Any 
purchases made will be added to the balance in the Univac. 
The new resulting balance will.._ be punched into the blank 
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card. Thes_e cards will then be used to prepare the current 
inventory stock status positions. Additional comparisons will 
be made by the Univac to punch in a significant position, cards 
containing product balances wh ich require procurement or other 
management aetion. 
The Fennell Company requires a Univac if it hopes to 
accomplish its inventory data-processing requirements on a 
punched card basis. The distinct need can be seen through an 
ana.lysis of the respective machine speeds of the Univac and 
Calculating Punch. On the basis of an inventory of 10,000 
items, processing time to determine inventory pas it ion, on a 
balance forward basis w ruld take the follo wing times, if 
accomplished on the Calculating Punch and the Univac. 
A liberal allowance for processing time per transaction 
on the Calculating Punch is t wenty transaetions a minute. For 
10,000 transacti r ns, the processing time vwuld be 5,000 minutes,. 
or in excess of eighty-three hours to canplete the calculating 
joh. Approximately six and one-half hours of e ach working day 
the calculator is in constant use, calculat ing the aforementioned 
billings. This rae ans that there f s just not sufficient machine 
time available to a ccompl ish the inventory job. 
Approximately 150 mransactions a minute can be processed 
on the Univac. Based on an inventory of 10,000 itfflls, Univac can 
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complete the computations in slightly more t han an hou r . Based 
on Univ accompu.ting time of 150 cards :_per minute, computation of' 
billing deck s will be reduc ed rrom current c alculating time of' 
in ex cess o f six hours a day, to app-roxima tely one-h alf an hour· 
or less, on the Univac. 
The use of the Univac is clearly mandatory if the 
Fennell Company wishes to mech8Xll.ize its inventory data-proces s ing 
procedure. This shows the manner in which machine requi r e ments 
are determined, lar gely throug h the scop e and nature of the 
a pplications which are to be processed on the mac h ines and the 
s peed of' the ma chines themselve s . 
The free computing time remaining after billing -deck s 
and inventory p osi tion cards have been computed, will be .mo r e 
than suf'f i cient. to run payroll, accounts receivable, sales 
analysis summaries, and any other applica tions managemen t may 
desire, and still have extra computing time t o spare. I n all 
prob ability , man agement will even tually have all a ccounting 
a pplications ancl office routines as h ig hly mechanized a s possib le, 
in order to attain the fullest utilization and b enefits wh ich. may 
be derived from a punched card syste m. 
VII. SYST:EM COSTS, SAVINGS AND BENEFITS 
A • .Justification .Required for Costs Incurred 
If the costs of o peration or the installation 
outweigh the labor savings, or cannot be justified in 
terms of increased and/or improved results, then management 
cannot honestly and objectively justify usage of a punched 
card system. 
B. Variable System Costs 
In evaluating· proposals received, equipment costs 
should not be considered an absolute measure of over all 
system costs. To use e ..:t_uipmen t costs as the sole. basis for 
decision as to the selection of a system · is dangerous. It 
overlooks the existence of too many variable which should 
be considered in addition to the equi -pment costs themselves. 
The first of these v ar iables is personnel. How 
many people will be requir ed to staff the installat ion for 
a given system? In the final analysis, there may be a wide 
variation in the personnel re quired to staff different 
systems. 
The exper ienee of the Fennell Company provides an 
excellent illustration of' var iat iollll in sys tan costs. The 
tub-f'ile plan theoretically required a supervisor, an 
assistant supervisor, a keypuncher and two people assigned 
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t.o the function of' pulling cards from the tub. The Card-0-Matic 
plan outlined, theoretically required five people. 
In reality, however, when the tub-file plan was 
installed at Fennell C.ompany, the foll.owing personnel were 
required for actual opera tion of the system; the supervisor, 
assistant supervisor, full-time representative of Remington-
Rand , two clerks, two keypunchers, and two t ub-file personnel. 
The efforts of the tub-file personnel were often s upplemented 
by personnel from anoth er office section whenever required. 
In tot a l, a minimum of nine people on a full-time basis were 
required to accomplish the tub-file operation. 
The nature of the business and the tub-file system 
were responsible. Under the tub -file systaru there was an 
exceptionally large amount of manual card handling . For 
example, if a customer was being billed twice in the s ame day , 
a separate set of custcm.er master cards would ha ve to be 
reproduced to be used in conjunction with the second invoice. 
A l a ck of properly denominated produet cards, or incorrect 
prices would necessitate several additional handling s of the 
same cards. Invoice number cards and order cards required 
manua l keypunching and insertion into the punched card billing 
deck, all of which took time and required extra personnel. 
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tihen bills were finally tabulate d, extreme care had to be 
exercised in checking the bills, since there was no establis h ed 
control to relate quantities punched in the product cards, with 
the pr ices punched for the quant ity ~··dered. 
For example, assume a customer bought six of t he same 
item a t a unit price of $1.50, and the unit price prepunched in 
the card was ;jp l.OO. 'I'he person making the correction would 
often neglect to change the old prepunched unit price, and 
change only the extended selling pr ice which woul.d result 
in the customer being billed as follows: 6 ~ 1.00 = i 9.00, 
instead of 6 @ 1.50 = ~9.00. 
Erroneous tabulated bills: were re·s ponsib le for 
increased usa ge of invoices (not inexpensive), additional 
labor to reprocess the invoices, and a slowing down of the 
entire invoicing procedure. Continual tub replenishment, 
and constantly changing prices were also responsible in 
p art for the additional personnel required. 
The Card-0-Mat ic _p lan, as stated _previously, 
theoretically req uired f ive _per sonnel. In reality, when 
the plan was installed, the estima te proved correc t , and 
five peo ple now oper a te the system in a highly commendable 
manner. l' hese f ive are the supervisor, his assistant, t wo 
Card-0-Matic operat ors and a keypuncher. 
Not only were excessive _personnel r eq uired under 
the f ormer tub-file system, but considerable· overt ime was 
expected of employees in car-ry ing out normal rout i ne 
pr ocedures, wherea s present overtime on the Card-0-Matic 
plan is devoted not to normal routine billing operatio n , but 
in outlining. and planning new a p plications . 
Another variab le system cost which should be 
considered is c ard costs. The tub-file _p l an required 
thousands upon thousands of t a bulating cards to keep pa ce 
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with price chang es and the processing of p unched card billing 
deck s. The Card-0-Mat i c plan , on the other hand, requires an 
absolute minimum of car es and manual effort for prepa ration of 
a tabula t ed bill. 
All f actors considered, the overall co st o f the 
tub-file system exceeded the eos t of t he Gard-0-Matic s y stem. 
C. Tangible Saving s 
With certain reservations, it may be stated t ha t 
the g re ater t h e number of applications on a g iv en b attery of 
tabulating machines, the mor-e likely the p o s sibility tha t 
t he company will realize tangible saving s throug h utilization 
of a punched card system. 
A simple chart may be used as an effectiv e i medium 
for revealing the relative c:osts for manual and rrachine 
a pplication processing and the nanner in which t ang ible 
savings are realized through use of mechanization. 
Although not representative of any single company 
or situation, the chart (Exhibit XI) points up the relation-
shi p that in the usual course of events, measurable t a n g ible 
saving s are realized only when the data-processing procedures 
of a company have b een highly mechanized. 
D. Intang ible Savings a nd B.enefi ts 
Intangible savings and b;en efi t s, al t houg h d if f ic ul t 
to measure, may more than offset excess punched card machine 
costs incurred in mechanizati on of procedures . Each of the 
applic ations in Figure XT will be analyzed in terms of 
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~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-------1 I M ONTHLY R EQ UIR EMEN TS I 
1-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l l l Manual Method l Punched Card Method l 
1--------------------------~---------------------------L------------------------------------1 1 I I I I I I I I I I 
1 1 Per-• 1 Ma- 1 1 Per- 1 1 Ma- 1 1 1 I Application: l son-l Wages lehine lTotal l son- :Wages I chine I Total I Savings 1 
1 1 nel. 1 post.s 1 1 nel. l 1 Costs 1 1 
l---------------------------l-----~------l-------+------- .... ------1----- ... ---- ----l--------.... -------
l I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I 
:Silling and Order Writing ~ 4 H~lOOO 1 $ 100 I i llOO I 5 l$ 1500l ~1500 : $ 3000 I * $1900 
1 I I I I I I I I I 
~ales Analysis •••••• ~ 1 I 250 I I 250 I I l I l 
: :-----t------:-------t-------r-----~-----t-------1--------r-------
l Cumulative • • • .1 5 I 1250 I 100 I 1350 I 5 I 15001 1500 I 3000 I * 1650 
I I I I I I I I I I 
1 I I I I I I I I I 
:rnven tory • • • • • • • • ·l 2 I 500 l l 600 1 I I I l _. .1 I 1-----~------l-------~------- .... ------l-----*---------1--------~-------1 
l Cumulative. • •• 1 7 I 1850 I 100 I 1950 I 5 l- 15001 1500 I 3000 l * 1050 I 
1 I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I !Purchasing • • • • • • • • .1 2 I 600 I I 600 I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I 1 ~-----T-----,-------~-------r-----~-----~-------,--------r-------1 Cumulative ••• ·l 9 I 2450 l 1.00 l 2550 I 5- l 15001 1500 1 3000 l * 450 
1 I I I I I I I I I 
~ccounts Receivable ••• J 2 I 650 I 50 l 700 l 1 I 2501 l 250 I 
: :-----t------:-------t-------l------1-----t--------i--------~-------
l Cumulative •••• 1 11. I 3100 I 15.0 I 325•0 I 6 I 17501 1500 I 3250 I -0-
1 I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I 
IJ?ayroll • • • • • • • • • •I 3 I 900 I 5-0 l 950 l I I 200 l 200 l I 1-----~-----~------~--------4-------t-----~---- ---...J--------L----- --
1 Cumulative •••• 114 I 4000 I 200 I 4200 I 5 l 17501 1700 I 3450 I 750 
1--------------------------J:=:a•L=s===•~•=====b::=s===~===•=d:::s:l:::::a:Ja:a:::::k::::=== 
:Ex:hibi t XI: Tangible Saving s Possible Through. Punched Card Mechanization 
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the inta!]:gible savings and benefits which may acerue throug h 
mechanization of the application. 
Punched card mechanization of the billing and order 
wr i ting pr ocedure, utilizing Card-0-Matic equipment and . t he 
Univac, mig·ht well result in the following saving s and/or 
benefits when o perating properly. 
Errors in product terminology and customer's 
addresses would be virtually eliminated, since in format ion 
in the product and customer master card s is verified prior 
to irii tial use. Subsequent veri fie a t ion is not necessary, 
sine e in format i on included in the cards is reproduced 
automatically when used in preparing customer's invoices. 
Prepunc hed prices included in p roduct master cards, 
and automatic computation and extension of billing decks, 
eliminates the repetitive manual functions of invoice pricing , 
and line item extension on a calculator or comptometer. 
Dependent u pon human fallibility when performed 
manually, the intal'lgible savi ngs resulting f'rom. autorna tic 
processing of these. f'unctio.n.s would be in proportion to the 
degree of accuracy inherent in the manual o_per a t ion. If t he 
manual pricing fune.tion had been or a simple nature, capable 
of being· performed rapidly and accura tely, the savings 
resulting· from punched card usage would naturally be less than 
in a situation, in which the manual pricing routine was o:f a 
highly complicated n ature. 
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The savings resulting from automa t ic line item 
extension, once again, would be dependent upon the degree of 
di:fficul ty and number of errors occuring in performance of 
' -
the manual line iten extension function. 
An illustration to point out the difficulty in 
putting a realistic pri~e tag on the saving s and benefits 
which may be realized th~oug h mechanization of the billing 
procedure can been seen through examining a reasonably co~~on 
situation which occured at t he Fennell Company when the 
billing was done by manual methods • 
.Experience s howed tha t when a manual pricing or 
extending error was made on a bill mailed to a customer, if 
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the customer gained thr ough the error, a request for correction 
was seldom received. Vlho can say how much sales revenue was 
lost to the company thro ugh u~detected errors in the bill 
pricing and extension? On the o th er hand~ when the customer 
lost out in the transaction, a request for correction was 
usua~ly received by return mail. In addition to requiring 
rectification, the errors had an adverse affect on relations 
and goodwill with the customer. 
The function of the human element in a standard 
Card-0-Ivlatic operation is limited to pulling the correct 
customer card for the invoice, the correct prod!uct cards, 
selecting the correct prices, and punching in the Quantities 
ordered. All other functions are performed automat ically 
by machines. Barring machine failures and assuming tabulating 
personnel proeess the punched card billing decks correctly, 
through the tabulating e quipment, the invoices produced will 
be correct. 
The sales analysis fUnction, which is devoted to 
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the recording and analyzing of the financial transactions 
associated with the distribution of products, by its very 
nature, is peculiarly adap tabl,e to punched card mechanization. 
Reports can be prepared rapidly, which outline pr oduc;t activity 
in ·the following areas: Who sold the produe·ts? What was sold.? 
Who bought the merchandise? How profitable? Where sold? 
The value of the reports to management and benefits 
accruing to the company, are dl.ependent upon the effective uses 
which management. ma k es of the report information received. 
Sales analysis reports of who sold the produets may 
be used by management to better direct salesmen's efforts; to 
determine territor ial coverage; as a guide in training, 
supervising, promoting and releasing meiDJ.; to regulate salary, 
draw and eommissions; to check use of advertising and sales 
help·.;! 
The analysis of· what was sold, serves to p oint up 
the demand for ea ch item, which :in turn can be used to govern 
the r a te of manufacture, or the volume of stock to be maintained, 
or even to regulate the retention or elimination of products or 
of entire lines. Close study of the activity of var ious product 
lines according to the· geogr aphical locations of customers 
*4, p. 22 
acinstitutes a valuable form. of' market analysis. 'lhenever 
a wide variation in the sales volume or aertain products 
exists in several territories, the report reveals the 
existance of a potential demand which some representatives 
have uncovered. If the selling points used in the terri tories 
with high volume are furnished to othe:r representatives, 
additional markets may be developed. One of the chief values 
of' such reports is the directness with which. comparisons 
between activities of individuals or branches may be made.* 
Reports o:r who bought the merchandise may be 
made in order to know the individual concerns and trade 
groups that are buying, where sales emphasis should be placed, 
for determination of eon traet sales polio y, assistance in 
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setting advert ising polic-y, meeting e:a.'Upetit ion, and bolstering 
weak territories. Additional uses are determination or sales 
trends by indus try and customers, calculation. of profits by 
customers and other classes of trade, curtailing sales to 
unprofitable accounts, determining what products customers 
are buying, and comparing sales by geographical areas.** _ 
When sales, c.ost, and gross profit are punched: in 
the card, it is possible to get vital figures for any single 
factor or combination of :factors that t;lff'ec t profits. Reports 
of profits by territory, salesman, branch, geographical area, 
product, industry, and custom~ are economically and rapidly 
*4, p . 24 
**4, p. 26 
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available for sales manag eme]ll t for use in making dec is,ions. 
With such figures sa~es and general manag ement can control 
sales policy, sales plans, research, engineering , customer 
relations, advertising expenditl.ll.."es, and. distrib ution methods.* 
:Management is informed concerning where profits are 
coming from, who i.s making and losing money, what. customer s are 
buying low or no profit merchandise. They also know where they 
are not making money, where to cut expenses, where to put on 
advert ising and sales pressure--and other means o:f increasing 
profits. They will. kncm Wh<:?- t products are profit-makers and 
those on which money is lost. ·rhey can stop advertising non-
profit items or inC'rea;:;e sales prices to assure profits.** 
Territorial analyses, or reports of where sold, may 
be required periodically, and used to sense publ.ic demand, 
determine advertising policy, determine the quality of sales 
effort being exerted, and all.ocate sales strength.*** 
To illustrate eoncretely the affect of proper sales 
control measures on profits, assume that a company realizes 
3QPfi, gross profit on annual sales of ~3,000,000. If i n tellig ent 
interpretation and usag e by manag ement of the punched card 
reports or sales analyses is responsible for no more than a 
5% increase in sal.es, the net annual. increase in gross profit 
would be ~45,000, or ~3,750 a month. ~his increase in itself 
*4, p. 28 
**4, p. 28 
***4, p. 30 
would defray, theoretical~y, not only the co:sts incurred 
in preparing the reports, but the complete costs of a 
good-s~zed tabulating installation. 
For operat,ing and cost purposes, it is necessary 
to know the exact quantities of prcducts and production 
materials available, aml their value. When a tub-file 
system. is used for inventory purposes, the balances of the 
products in stoek are reflected by the numbers of cards for 
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the product in the tub, with cards of a signiricant color or 
stripe denoting ~ow-balance reorder points. Several significant 
savings may be realized from this situatioo. 
With pro per eare and attention, the tub-file will 
represent the true inventory balance, which is a prime objective 
of inventory control. Automatic signallir1g of low stock balance 
levels, noted with sufficient lead time to permit reorder without 
losing sales is another objective of punched card i nventory 
control. In a manual inventory record system, an out-of-stock 
co ndition not realized until a customer's order is being filled, 
could result not only in one sale being lost, but all sales of 
that item, from t he time the out-of-stock condition is first 
noted to the time i t em replenishment is accomplish ed. Automat ic 
signalling of low stock balances points up items and products 
requiring procurement action. 
When punched card inventory files are maintained on 
a balance forward basis, the sig nalling could be accomplished 
automatically as follows, in an inventory control system 
utilizing h igh and low stock limits for e a ch item s t oc ked. 
Physical Inventory Punched Card File (or Balance 
Forward Inventory Cards from previous Inventory Stock Status 
Calculations) ~ Punched Gard Receipt File (Keypunched from 
Receipt/Inspection documents} - Item Sales (Product Cards 
uti1ized in punched card billing decks are reproduced 
automatically} = New Item Balances Available for Sales (This 
calculation result is punched by the computer into a trailer 
card filed previously af'ter each i tern.) 
The cards containi ng the results of the previous 
calculation are sorted together with the on order card file. 
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A subsequent calculation is made to add tog·ether the balance 
available and the balance on order, at the same time subJtract ing 
the low limit quantity punched in the card. A negative calculation 
would indicate the necessity for procurement action and the eard 
would be punched significantly and segregated. 
The cards segregated in the s eco nd c al c ula t ion. may be 
calculated onee again to determin,e the r'eorder quantity, the 
calculation performed being high limit less 1ow limit less 
on hand equals reorder quantity. 
If each manufacturer or supplier is designated by 
number in the it~ cards, the item cards denoting low stock 
balance may be sorted to sequence by supplier's number, and 
the tabulated reports of low stock position can ref1..e .ct his 
designa tion. This information can be used to g ood advantage 
by the purchasing agent in preparing purchase orders :for 
submission t~) suppliers designated. Depending upon the 
nature of' the products involved, the tabulating function 
may be carried one step further, and the reorder cards used 
in conjunction with. the supplier or manufacturer ill'3.stex name 
and address cards to tabulate directly the purchase orders, 
subject to review and revision by the p urchasing agent. 
The automatic recognition of purchasing needs and 
a u tomatic preparation of purchase orders may result in 
significant savings in clerical labor, in addition to 
introducing elements of speed and accuracy which cc:ll ul.d not be 
attained in a manual record keeping system without incurring 
undue labor expense. 
The swnmary card prepared automatically as a par t 
of the billing procedure may be used for the preparation of· 
accoun ts receivable documents. Eaeh summary card can 
represent the amount awed by a customer for a particular bill. 
As payments are received from the customer, additional cards 
are punched to identif'y the customer and the payment received, 
or the orig inal sumlll3.ry card itself may be used to record 
payments as well a s the amounts owed by the customer. The 
rapid preparation of' ag ed accounts receivable statements 
makes probabl.~ the possibilities of better control over bad 
debts, thereny resulting in savings to the company . 
In a punched card system of production control, in 
which an incentive plan is made the basis or worker payment, 
the punched card system may prove invaluable in computing 
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wages earned by workevs. Inasmuch as the same documents used 
in paying worl{ers can be used by the cost accounting department 
in costing jobs, as the basis for furnishing estimates on n ew 
jobs on which bid.s are to be made, and as a means for revising 
standards when necessary, the use of punched cards may prove the 
most sa tisfaetory and economical method of processing payroll data. 
In an industry in which personnel are paid either 
salary (executives), standard hourly wage rate (clerical), or 
commission (salesmen), the benefits to be obtaine.d through use 
of a punched card system are "9erhaps not so readily a pparent. 
Cost-wise and time~wise, preparation of weekly payrolls may 
take equally as long by punched card methods as by manual 
methods. ~he benefits to be derived from the punched card 
system acc·rue when man thly, quarterly, and annual reports are 
prepared. The we·.:o. lcly pay cards are saved, and are available 
to permit rapid and automatic preparation of wha tever reports 
are required, not only to manag ement, but also to company 
personnel, state, and federal agencies. 
In the interests of sound management practice, the 
costs of o pe rating a punched card data-pro cessing system should 
be justified. The objective of the foregoin g discussion has 
been to point out that there are essentially two classes or 
savings which may jus·tify the costs of· using punch.ed card methods. 
Tangible saving s are measurable. Costs of manua 1 
processing of an application, as compared with mechanical 
processing costs of the same a pplication are an illustration o:f 
savings which are measurable. From the standp oint of overall 
costs, it ma y be necessary to mechanize several. ap plications 
before tang ible punched card equipment saving s are realized 
by the company. 
Intangible saving s and/or benefits are difficult 
to measure, but should not be overlooked or i gn ored b y a 
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company , for they may be of such a nature tha t the y assume 
sig nificance greater than the tang ible savings. The illustra tion 
cited under the discussion of sales analysis, in which g ood sales 
control inform ation resulted in a5% increase in sales, with a 
corresp onding monthly gross profit increase of !Qi3,750, serves 
to point up the possible significance of intang ible benefits. 
VII. CONCLUSI ONS 
The basic considerations involved in irives tiga t 'ing 
and planning for usag e of a punched card system have been 
illustrated as far as possible in conjunct ion with the 
actual experiences of a company which installed a punched 
card data-processing system. 
The following three elements should be present 
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in the data- processing practices of a company before manage ment 
can pro f ·i tably consider punched card mechanization of the 
company 's dat a- processing procedures. If th e volume of like 
transactions is high, a t least 500, and the transaction s are 
so essentially similar that their trea t ment can. b e s t andardized , 
and e a ch transaction normally re qull' es posting or analysis in 
at least two o r three different records, t h en the possib- ility 
exists t ha t a punched card system may be feasible , and t h is 
possibility should be i nves ti.gated by. man ag ement . 
At the outset of the investigation to be underta ken , 
ma nagernen t must constantly l~e ep in mind that n o o ne ev er 
successfully designed an a dequate integrated data- processing 
program and put it into operation wi thout taking the time 
necessary to do a sound pre par atory job.* 
Tabulating company representatives will make su rveys 
of the prospective customerrs data-processing practices and 
sub>mi t proposals showing the me tho ds and costs of the sys tem s 
they advocate for effecting mechanization of the company 's 
*11, p. 105 
data-processing p rocedures. The prop osals received from 
the tabulatin g company represent a tives will. be bas e d not 
only up on independent observations made, but a lso in larg e 
part upon wh a t manag ement tells the sales re pr esent a tives 
it wants. 
In order to a ppraise and advise co~petently the 
sales re presentatives of the tabulating machine companies, 
management must have at its disposal a knowledg e not only 
of its pr esent da ta-processing ~actices, but also its 
anticipa ted data-processing requirements. 
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Management must also gain an awareness or t h e 
overall functions of the v arious pieces or tabulating e quip-
ment for use immediately in evaluating objectively the 
proposals submitted by the tabula t ing represent a tives. Th is 
knowledg e ga ined will serve ma nag ement at a later t ime, when 
feasibility of a ddin g rep orts or applications to t he e quipme nt 
is under discussion. 
Ultimately, the decision to install sho uld b e made 
thr ough competent and objective analysis of the prop os als 
submitted. Individual mach ine c ap acities and s peeds should 
be considered secondary to the systan prop os ed. Man a g eme nt 
is not renting or buying machines--it is b~ing a sy stem , 
and machine ca paci t ies and s peeds are important only insofa r 
as they ma y ultima tely affe,ct the o pera tion of the sys te m. 
In studying the proposals submitted, manag ement 
should base i t s conclusions as to the system to select, on 
the system proposed, which will most effectively serve the 
needs .of the company. The dangers inherent in making the 
decision on the basis o:f the results another company· has 
received, have be en illustrated. 
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Another factor wh ich shou ld not be overlooked by 
management in evaluating the proposals, is tha t e q_uipment. costs 
are not synonomous with system cos t s. At the Fennell Company , 
althoug h the eq_uipment costs of t he tub-file plan were less 
than t hose of the C.ard-0-l\Iatic plan, an ultima te decrease in 
ex pe nse was encountered when th e latter plan·was finally 
adopted, as a result of fewer persoruiel required to op erate 
the Card-0-Matic system, and decreased card co..:O ts. 
A further as pect of cost should also b e considered 
in evaluating proposals. In the long run, regardless of the 
success of the installa tion, if the costs of its op eration 
outweig h the labor savings, or cannot be justified in terms 
of increased andl/or i mproved results, then management cannot 
honestly and objectively justifY usage of a .punched card system. 
This conclusion must be q_ualified to the extent that , although 
it is p ossibl.e to save money the first ye a r, it is not pr obable. 
Conversion :from any existing system to a new punched card system 
is difficult and will probably be expensive. 
Almost a.ny executive will adm.it th<::tt it takes six 
months' experience or more for the averag e clerk to do a complete 
and competent job in handling the avera ge clerical position. 
Still, it is amazing how many executives expect a smoothly 
running punched card installa tion in sixty days and look fo :r 
major savin gs soon thereafter.* 
~02 
If the decision is made to install a punched card 
system, management should select judiciously the applications 
and reports it requires of the tabulating dep artment. Requiring 
the tabulating department to turn out. too many semi-necessary 
re ports may upset the day-to-day routine of the inst e.llat ion, 
to t he extent that the installation may ul tim.ately fail. 
The supervisor in charge of' the inst al.lation, whether 
selected from within or outside t h e company, should- be competent 
and responsible, and should be paid a salary commensurate with 
t he responsibility he is a ssuming:. in order to derive maximum 
benefits a nd ef f iciency from the installation. 
A competent management group which exercises sound 
preparation, planning and supervision in devising a punched 
card system for its comp:J.ny, will be amply rewarded by a 
greater variety of more timely and ac·curat e data being made 
available to management for use in making accmrate decisions 
on the basis o~ facts. 
*23' p. 92 
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